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A MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT

TheBridge

S

cience and technology have been, and continue
to be, important elements of our educational
mission. Their importance was emphasized recently with the many enhancements made on
campus to assist students, especially those studying architecture, engineering, psychology and forensics. The
centerpiece of these enhancements, however, is the recently completed Center for Economic and Environmental Development (CEED).
Dr. Mark Gould describes our new Center for
Economic and Environmental
Development and how this
leading edge facility and its
state of the art technology is
fostering the study and practice
of science (including marine
biology) to the benefit of our
students and local community
(page 14).
This new facility has enabled us also to marry the science of marine biology with the
technology of agriculture, affording us the opportunity to
expand study and research in
the field of aquaculture, offering, we believe, significant career potential for our graduates
and an economic opportunity
for our community. The sea provides a physical
home for our aquaculture programs, and Dr.
Timothy Scott brings academic knowledge and real
world experience in this discipline. joining the University as an assistant professor, Dr. Scott has been
instrumental in the establishment of the Sea Semester Program, described on page 10.
Another faculty member engaged in marine science, Dr. Martine Villa lard-Bohnsack is studying invasive algae in Narragansett Bay (page 8) with her
colleague Dr. Marcia Marston and a URI professor.
Of course, our libraries also offer important technology resources to the University and local commu-
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nity. Although, as Dean DiPrete Dean of Academic
Services points out on page 25, the Library has been
using computer on-line information services since
1972. But, as Professor Gail Winson, Director of the
Law Library, reminds us on page 5, computers can
help us cover more intellectual ground but cannot
substitute for human thought.
The enhancements described in this magazine
are very important to the well-being of the University, to the well-being of our current and future students and to the well-being of
the greater community. However, it must be remembered
that they are simply the means
by which we continue our
search for truth and knowledge.
Great universities must remind themselves continually
through symbols and tradition
that the overriding goal is always to seek truth and knowledge. The time has come for this
fledgling, but already great university, to establish its symbols
and traditions. Named after
Roger Williams and committed
to carrying on his quest for truth
and knowledge, we have commissioned a statue of Roger
Williams to stand in the quadrangle to remind us of
this noble mission. (See page 44) This statue also will
remind us that we are being afforded a unique opportunity to create a legacy which will live and grow over
the years as our University continues to grow.
Cordially,
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Anthony

J. Santoro
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UNIVERSITY

THE COCA-COLA FOUNDATION
SUPPORTS THE "BRIDGE TO
SUCCESS" PROGRAM
.,· Ruger Williams University's
,nenloring

progran1 \Vith Rogers

High School in Newport has received
a bo,ist from The Coca-Cola Foundation through a $50,000 grant which
will help partner more undergraduates with high school students.
The grant will support the
University's on-going Bridge to Success mentoring progran1, airned at
increZlsing n1inority retention at the
sccondarv level. It will create a sun1mer cnri~hmcnt progran1 c1ndscholMships for students.
"We arc pleased to work with The
Coc1-Cu\a Foundation to enhance the
Bridge tu Success progr.1111 and incre,1sc the mentoring opportunities
\,·e c,111 provide young people in our

rnlllmun,ty," said President Anthony
J.Santoro.
"Mentoring programs help studcnb make a successful transition
frulll one level of eduG1tion to the
ne~t," s,1id Donald R. Greene, president of The Coca-Cola Foundation.
"The individual ;ittention that mentors provide help young people get
the skills and confidence they need
I" ,1dvance in school and go on to
wllq;c."
The grant will "in1111casurably
further" the work of hvo can1pus
cumlllittees charged with fostering
more cultural and ethnic diversity
zind awareness on campus, said
Dr. Karen Haskell, dean of students.
The Coca-Cola Foundation, the
philanthropic arm of The Coca-Cola
Company, will contribute $100 million to cduc;ition worldwide through
the year 2000
The Bridge to Success program
was established in 1993 with a gift
from the L. G. Balfour Foundation of
Attleboro, Mass. Other foundations
contributing are the John Clarke Trust,
The Rhode Island Foundation and
Prince Charitable Trusts. Since that
time, 75 high school students have
benefited from the program, while
more than 25 Roger Williams University students have served as mentors.
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NEWS

School of Architecture

111 the

'ii On Satury, April 18,, the School of
Architecture will be host to the 1998
Statewide Historic Preservation Conference. The event will be co-sponsored by the Town of Bristol and the
Bristol Historic District Commission.
The Rhode Island Historical Preservation & Heritage Commission will coordinate. The 1998 conference will focus
on hometown preservation. More than
350 preservation professionals, volunteers and historic property owners are
expected to visit Bristol during the
day-long program. For more information call (401) 222-4142.
Alexandria Mason and John
Vaughan, Historic Preservation Open
Program students, were honored recently by the Providence Preservation
Society. Christopher Emery '96 was
also honored. All were cited for their
work on the Fleur de Lys Studio, a national landmark building owned by the
Providence Art Club. Their award,
recognizing their achievement in architectural conservation, was presented at
the Annual Meeting of the Preservation Society, held at Brown University
in November.
The School of Architecture served
as host for the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture (ACSA)
Northeast Regional Meeting, held
October 24 - 26, 1997, in Newport.
Co-chairs for the conference were
RWU professors of architecture
Ulker Copur and Edgar G. Adams,
Jr. Faculty particip;ints included historic preservation associate professor Philip Marshall, architecture
professor Andrew
Cohen, and historic
preservation professor
Karen Jessup.

••' The work of renowned 20th century
architect Le Corbusier was on display
in a photographic exhibit titled "The
Lens of Architech.1re:Ronchamp
through Herve" at the School of Architech.1reExhibition Gallery. Feah.1ring
photographs taken by Lucien Herve,
the exhibit highlighted Le Corbusier's
celebrated chapel ill Rond1amp, France.
Selected design submissions from
the 1997 ACSA Northeast Region;il
Meeting were on display at the School
of Architech.ire. The exhibit reflected
the regional meeting's theme, "Heritage and Modernity in Perspective,"
and featured the works of several
architects and firms.

A receptionfor architecture
alu11111i
was held at the University followi11gthe ACSA
conference.A111011g those honored were Sha11no11
McKee '97
(left) and Je1111ifer
Drai11'96,
recipientsof the Herbert
New111011
Award, shown with
Dean Stephen White (for left)
nnrl ProfessorJeffrey Staats.

Architecture Gallery

Library
Friends of Library
Even/
·• Seventy-five
members and
guests attended the
fall meeting of the
Friends of the Library, featuring a
program on personal book collecting.
Speakers were Sam Streit, associate university librarian, special collections, Brown University; Saul Ricklin,
former president and chair of Dixon
Corporation; Charles Watson, professor of history, Roger Williams University; and Donald Magee, owner of the
Newport Bookstore and adjunct professor at Roger Williams University.

CEED Gets Go-Ahead to
Construct Platform
11Work is expected to begin later this
winter on the construction of a 250foot classroom learning platform,
designed to accommodate the
pipeline to the salt water wet lab
housed in the lower level of the
CEED building. Necessary permits
having been obtained, the University
is now seeking to acquire a small
research vesse I.
11Two polar bears - a papa and a
baby cub - can be observed up close
in the lobby of the CEED building.
The two
stuffed bears
are on permanent loan
from Roger
Williams
Park, which
had kept the
bears on
display since
the early
1960s.
Originally, the bears were collected
in a 1904 Smithsonian expedition.
·• The skeleton of an 18-foot pilot
whale is on display in the CEED
building.
The exhibit, on perm;inent loan
from the Kendall Whaling Museum
in Sharon, Mass., was assembled by
three RWU marine biology seniors.
Their work, in conjunction with a
newly-established
museum curatorial
program at RWU, is
under the direction
of Marilyn Massaro,
curator, Roger
Williams Park
Museum of
Natural History.
The three
seniors are
Jason Gauthier of
Lowell, Mass.; Luke Holden of
Keene, N. H.; and Larry Spezzano, Jr.,
of West Roxbury, Mass.
According to CEED Director
Mark Gould, Ph.D., the whale skeleton has a colorful 15-year history.
Stranded on Cape Cod in 1982, the
dead whale was moved to, and buried
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on, the grounds of the Kendall Whaling Museum. Twelve years later, the
bones were dug up, organized, identified, catalogued, and placed in boxes.
In 1996 the Museum contacted
the University, asking if it had use for
a whale skeleton. The answer was a
resounding "Yes 1"
Since March 1997, the bones have
been housed at RWU, where they
were assembled. Friday, December 12,
the skeleton w;is hoisted 20 feet above
the lobby of the building
The exhibits of the polar bears and
whale skeleton are free and open to
the public during normal school hours.

Top Scholars Ho11ored
·.,'RWU sh.1dents recently inducted as
officers into the Rhode Island Alpha
Chapter of Alph;i Chi, a national honor
scholarship society, are: Christopher
Perry, paralegal sh.1diessenior, New
Bedford, Mass., president; Corey
Newman, pre-veterinary senior,
Sandwich, Mass., vice-president;
Katherine Kolek, communications
senior, Danbury, Conn., treasurer; and
Cory Jodoin, biology senior,
Wilbraham, Mass., secretary.
New members are: David Bums,
senior, Kingsville, Md., Paul Burt,
junior, Buzzards Bay, Mass.; Jennifer
Donnell, jw'lior, Derry, N.H.; Joel Dow,
senior, Windsor, Vt.; Veronica Evans,
senior, Pawtucket, R.l.; Jeffrey Furtado,
Open Program, Portsmouth, R.I.; Holly
Fusco, junior, Leominster, Mass.; Rita
Jacobs, senior, Westerly, R.I.; Ioannis
Kaklamanis, senior,
Bristol,R.I.;
Roberta
Melchar,

, 7.r~-

Membership into ,\lpha C.h, "b\
invitation to outstanding ,tucknts
who rank in the top fiv<: p<:rccnt o/
the junior and senior cla,,<:,. ObJ<:ltives are to promote and r<:cogn11csuperior scholarship and tho,<:
elements of character "'h,ch mak<:
scholarship effecti\'e for sen 1c<:

Visiti11g Writers Series
·i,' Tvvo renowned

\\·riter'> \\ ill read
from their ne\\'esl and be,t-knm, n
works as part of the \'i,iting \\'riters
Spring Series, sponsored b1· the Ln,vcrsitv's Creati1·e Writing Program
during the coming month,. The, are
Allison Joseph, poet, Thur,da,,
March 12, at 8 p.m., in the Bai· Room:
and Susan Dodd, author ui tict,on.
Thursdav, .vlarch 26, at 8 p.m., in tlw
Bay Roon1. Program:, are free and
open to the public.
During the fall semc',[er, author
Carl Dawson shared c,ccrph frum
his latest book, Li1•i11x
Bachcard, a
memoir about an English bo1·', postwar experiences in the Lnited State,.
In addition, Da"·son has 1nitten
books about 19th-centun· British literature, including Prophets o( Past T1111c:
Se1•e11
British A11tobiographas.and
LafcadioHearn nnd the\ 'is1011 of/ap,111.
Also during the past ,emester.
poet Tim Seibles read from his a"·ardwinning bodv of "·ork. Se,bles. the
author of three collections of poetrc.
has received fello"·ships from the 's:ational Endowment for the ..\rts and the
Provinceto1\'11Fine Arts \\'ork Center.

Pe1fon11i11gArts Center
Spring E1•e11ts
February 27. 28, March 1. 5, 6, 7
House of Blue Leaves by John Guare
March 8
Lute Songs for Spnng

senior,
Providence,
R.I.; Daniel
Mulgrew, Open
Program, Bristol,
R.I.; Kenneth Parent, jw'lior, Somerset,
Mass.; Joseph Skymba, junior, Cranston, R.I.; Michael Temple, se11ior,
Warwick, R.I.; and James Waters, Jr.,
jw'lior, Honey Brook, Pa.

March 31
Dance Club Performance
April 3
uttle Red Riding Hood by Billy Aronson
and
Here We Are by Dorothy Parker
April 24, 25, 26, 30, May 1, 2
Andromache by Euripedes
May 7, 8, 9
Dance Concert, 8 p.m.

For ticket i11for111atio11
and slwu timt's
call (401) 25.J-3666
1
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1997-98 Lecture Series
·-.·Two renowned speakers will be
rnming to RWU to round out the
1997-98 University Lecture Series.
Author and educator Patricia
Bizzell, left, below, will discuss the
,Kademic perspective on community,
in "The Academic Discourse Communitv: What Docs 1tMean?" March 4.
13iZLellis ,1professor of English at Holy
Cross College,
and author of
Negotinti11g
Difference.

NEWS

LAW

ute to Will Rogers"; and Richard
Merkin, right, below, photograph exhibition, School of Ard1itecture Gallery,
Mardi 23-April 24.

Honoring Sgt. Cole

Feinstein College of Arts
& Sciences Dedicated
'ii The Feinstein College of Arts and
Sciences was dedicated in special ceremonies October 22. The new name
commemorates Alan Shawn
Feinstein, well-known Rhode Island
philanthropist. Due to his generosity
and the Feinstein Foundation the University has been able to establish The
Fci11stei11
Enricl,i11gA111ericn
Progrn/11
for the advancement of public service.

A1nitai Etzioni,

right, former
advisor to Presi-

dent Carter, co11cludes the series April] with
The Rights and

Responsibilities of Being a Communitv." Etzion1 is the author of T/JeSpirit
ofC01111111111ity:
Rig/Jts, l\cspo11sibilitics
n11dti"· Co1111111111itnrin11
Agc11rln.
The series featured Harvard law
professor Alan Dershowitz, who
addressed the question "ls Law at the
Core of Community?" last September.
In October, Loretta Ross spoke on
"From Civil Rights to Human
Rights." Ross is the director of the
Center for Human Rights Education.

Alive! Arts Series Events
Listed For Spri11g
·-.·Major artists will perfom1 or be represented in exhibitions during the
spring semester. They include: Lance
Brown, left, below, Tuesday, March 10,
8 p.m., Performing Arts Center "A Trib-
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University President Anthony J.
Santoro noted that Mr. Feinstein's gift
makes possible a program which "wiLI
foster in our students the desire to give
something back to the community."
T/JeFei11stei11
£11richi11g
A/1/ericaProgm111consists of a community service
graduation requirement for all undergraduate students, beginning with the
freshman class of September 1998.
In addition to community service
hours, the Program will also include a
"for credit" classroom experience for aLl
participants, with instruction and discussion of community needs, the values
of caring, compassion, and brotherhood, and of the social responsibilities
of all individuals in our society.
Placed prominently on the outside
of the building- to be called Feinstein
Hall - is the following statement:
"Helping To Better The Lives of
Others, Regard less of Race, Creed or
Color, ls The Greatest Of All Achievements." -Alnn Shnw11Feinstein.•!•

., A scholarship honoring a Warwick
police officer has been established at
Roger Williams University. The
award is through a gift from Julia
Ann Cole, wife of the late James
Cole, former sergeant in the
Warwick Police Department, who
earned a B. S. degree in administration of justice at Roger Williams
University in 1991.
Sgt. Cole died March 20, 1997.
He was a senior sergeant of the
Warwick Police Department, where
he had served since 1966.
Announcement of the scholarship - named the Sergeant James
Cole Peace Officer Scholarship was made during ceremonies held
at the dedication of the Communications Center of the Warwick
Police Department.
University President Anthony J.
Santoro, in receiving the gift, stated:
"We are delighted to accept this
endowed scholarship in memory of
Officer Cole, and look forward to
having future students benefit from
Mrs. Cole's generosity."
Mrs. Cole noted that "Jim
believed that education is a necessity for the modern police officer.
He felt his education really
opened his mind."
Administration of Justice
Professor Louis Procaccini commented on Sgt. Cole's perseverance in completing his degree:
"His determination to stay the
course, as an adult coming back into
a new environment, was remarkable, especiaLiywith his personal
commitments to both his work and
his family. His dedication in aLI
aspects of his life was inspiring."
The scholarship will be awarded
annuaLly to a member of the
Warwick Police Department or a
civilian employee of the Warwick
Police Department, or their children.
Candidates must be declared majors
in the administration of justice
degree program.

CHAIRS
GROUP

Something Gained; Something Lost
By DeboraSpano

~

"Communitarianism:

SCHOOL

C

a1..1tionis the key. Advances
in research in the legal arena
have opened many doors for
law students, faculty and practitioners. The speed of conducting research
today is phenomenal, but the depth
and accuracy can be deceiving if an
individual is not thinking through the
process properly.
Law students today can do much
of their research from home with a
password. Law firms are
replacing bookcases and
law librarians with CDROMs and Internet access.
And, while electronic forms
of research are quick and
accessible, this is not the
only answer.
"Students think they
can do all their research on
a computer," says Gail
Winson, Esq., right, direc-

tor of the Law Library.
"They don't understand that they are
looking at the information in a vacuum.
The context of a
statute or opinion is
more important than
finding a reference for
the topic.
"There is something gained and
something lost with
the ready access of
electronic research,"
continues Winson.
"It is much more efficient to sit at a keyboard and let your
fingers do the walking, but computerized
research cannot be a
substitute for old-fashioned legal analysis."
Today a law
student or attorney
can conduct a computer search to home
in on a specific tern1,
company name, or
opinions on a subject by a particular
judge, but it cannot search for legal
theory and broad concepts.
"Much of the historical research
that is necessary in the practice of
law is not possible via a computer,"
says Winson. As an example, English
!aw is very often the foundation for
United States law. It is not surprising
to find that state constitutions will
incorporate law in England around
the time of the founding of
the state - especially in
New England. The basis of
that law is not found on
today's CD-ROMs and on
the Internet.
"Electronic research has
opened many doors for
research options, but we are
not ready to archive all our
books," Winson concludes. ❖

Dean John
Ryan is chair-

man of the
Board of
Directors of
Access Group,
Inc., a nonprofit organization providing private loans to
graduate and professional students.
Dean Ryan has chaired two
accreditation visits for the American Bar Association - to Florida
Coastal School of Law and
Chicago/Kent School of Law.

THELSAT
Visiting
Professor of
Law Leo
Romero is
chair of Law
School
Admissions
Council, the
organization
responsible for development and
administration of the Law School
Admission Test (LSAT).

SUNKEN
TREASURE

~ft~

5

i

The first
Maritime Law
'2.
::)
Symposium, co- i:,
C::,
0
sponsored by the
• s YM\'
School of Law and
the Journal of Maritime Law and
Commerce, was a resounding
success, earning kudos from all
who attended.
Though scheduled for August
1998, there are already paid registrants for the next symposium,
"Sunken Treasure: Law, Technology and Ethics." Alumni are
invited to attend and will be mailed
a brochure in early 1998.
Thinking ahead, the Marine
Affairs Institute will host a conference in London on the topic of
"Marine Insurance" in 1999. And,
in the year 2000, the Symposium
will return to Bristol, R.I. and the
topic will be "Marine Disasters and
the Limitation of LiabilityAct."
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RWU Speakers Bureau
1995, he also teaches Latin, German
and Italian at the Rocky Hill School
in East Greenwich, R.I., and at URI.

Preside11t's Office
i• l'rL'sidL'nl Anthony J.
S.rntoro p,1rtici,1,11l'din ,1

School of Engineering

n 111k-rence

l)11 cri 111i na I
justiCL'I1L'ldin c.irlv
Non'mb1..'r in Lisbon,
l\irtus,1I. TitiL'd ··,1
f11::.fit'11110~ doi::.lado::do
,\//1111/ico
.. ("lustice
1\crn,s Tl1L'1\tl.rntic ..), the l\\'ll·cLw

(l1nlcrL'llCC'

\\'lb

l1l-

tl'ndl'd bv ne,irlv lllO
l,H,.,·L'r..;;,judgL'S, ,ind ,1c,1dcrnici,1n:-- frpm l\l·H)dL' lsl,1nd ,111d
i\ Lbs,1chusctts,

Sln1lhL'.1Sl

.:1s well

,1s

'L'1·er,1Ilro111l'Prtug,1I. The chair oi the
dc!q..;r,1linn

\\',lS

tllL'

HPnur,1b]c

holds a 8.f\. degrL'ein journalism from the University oi Rhode Island.

Phillip Rivard-Rapoza, justice of the

He previously served

\ \,i:--:--,Khu~etts Superior Cuurl.
•· Pre~ident S,1nllHl)
.ilso h.:i.sbeen

in the publications dep,1rtment at Johnsun & Wall's University. He also was a
writer-editor for the E111ploy-

it1"ikd Ill delivL'r tl1L'I-Ith 1\nnu,1I
ThP111,is
JelfL'rson/ Abr,1111Kartch
IL'clurL''"' 111,w6, 1998, Jl Will,am
!',1kr:--un Uni,·ersitv.

1 lis l,1lk is en-

i:15a

\vritcr-cditor

111c11f l~t:uiewmag(lzinc,

c1nd

;1 correspondent

for the
\ Voo11sockct
Cnll newspaper.

titiL'd "JL'fferson .rnd the Feder,1I
ludici,nv.''
.- l'rl'"icknt
s,,nturn recentlv
p,1rticip,1tcd in two site inspec-

liPn,: Oh,o St,11L'Universitv (/\BA)
,rnd Sultl,lk Unil'L'rsitv, M,1drid, Sp,1in
C.11npus(NEf\SC).
NEW APPOINTMENTS

Sh1de11tFi11n11ce
a11dRecords
1. David Gingerella h,1sbeen na111cd
de.in of student fin.incc ilnd records.
DL\111 Cingcrcll.1 Glme
to the University
in 1990 ,1sbursar, ,ind for the past two

vears he has been director of student
~cr\'ices. Nc1mcd Outstanding

Te21chcr

uf the Year in 1995,Dean Gingerclla
h.1sbeen teaching business ethics .1t

RWU for the p.ist five ye;irs. He
c-.1rned .1 B.S. degree in nccounting

from Roger Williams University
,md an M.B.A. degree from
Rcnsscbcr Polytechnic Institute.

Public Relations a11d
Publications
2. John Klitzner, Jr. has joined the de-

partment of public relations and publications as a public relations writer John
THE BRIDGE- Wi11Icr 1998

5. Richard E. Mayo, Ph.D., P.E.,joins
the School of Engineering as professor
of construction management. Previously, he was associate professor and
director of graduate studies in the
College of Engineering and Applied
Sciences at Arizona StMe University.
A graduate of West Point, Dr. Mayo
served in the Army Corps of Engineers. His Ph.D. is fro111Stevens
Institute of Technology. He has an
M.S.E. from Purdue University and an
M.S. from Rensselaer Polytechnic
lnstit1.1te.

Feinstein College
of Arts & Sciences
3. Laura L. Turner,

Ph.D., ;issistant professor of psychology.
Dr Turner completed
her M.S. and Ph.D. in
developmental psychology at the Pennsylvania State

University, and her
13.A.is from the
University of Connecticut. She has
tmight at Hobart
and William Smith
Colleges and at
Bucknell University.
4. Anthony L.
Hollingsworth,

Ph.D.,
assistant professor of
languages, has a Ph.D.
;ind M.A. in classical
philology from Brown
University, and a B.A. in
classical philology, /llng11n
rn111!n11de,from the University of
Dallas, in Irving, Texas. A German
and Latin instructor at RWU since

School of
Justice Studies
6. Matthew
Petrocelli, Ph.D,

assistant professor of
criminal justice. Dr
Petrocelli comes to
RWU fro111the
School of Justice
Studies at Arizona
State University,
where he has
recently completed
his Ph.D. He
earned a Master of
Criminal Justice degree from the University of Colorado, and
holds a 8.5. from the
U.S. Military Acade111yat West Point.
H taught at the
School of Justice Studies at Arizona
State and for the U.S. Anny, and was a
legal investigator for the Office of the
Public Defender in Denver, Colo.
7. Kathleen M. Dunn, J.D., Ph.D.,
assistant professor of criminal justice.
Dr. Dunn earned her M.A. and Ph.D.
from Brown University and a J.D. from
Boston University. She has served as
law clerk for R.I. Supreme Court Justice
Victoria Lederberg, and has been a11
adjunct faculty member at RJC,lJRl
and RWU's Metropolitan Center for
Education and Law. ❖

'i' Twenty-five faculty and administrators are volunteering to speak to area
organizations as part of RWU's
Speakers Bureau.
The participants are Anthony J.
Agostinelli, professor of social
sciences, College of Arts & Sciences;
Glenna Andrade, adjunct faculty,
College of Arts & Sciences; Elizabeth B.
Argo, adjunct faculty, College of Arts &
Sciences;Donald W. Cottle, faculty,
University College; Donna Darmody,
director of Health Education; Carol
DiPrete, dean of Academic Services
and director of University Libraries;
Dorothea Hesse Doar, APR, director of
Public Relations and Publications;
Robert F. Faris, adjunct faculty,
University College; Lynn M. Fawthrop,
dean of Enrollment Management;
David A. Gingerella, dean of Student
Finance and Records; Mark D. Gould,
director of the Center for Economic
and Environmental Development; and
Barbara Grata, assistant director,
Cooperative Education.
Also Ram Gupta, professor, School
of Engineering; Karen Haskell, Dean
of Students; Ronald Mancini, faculty,
University College; Ralph F. Pauly,
professor of anthropology, College of
Arts & Sciences; Eleftherios Pavlides,
professor, School of Architecture;
Deborah A. Robinson, professor of
English, College of Arts & Sciences;
Joan Roth, choral director; Anthony J.
Santoro, president, professor of law;
John Patrick Shanley, associate professor of criminal justice, College of Arts
& Sciences; Loretta Y. Shelton, assistant vice president for Academic
Affairs; James Tackach, professor of
English, College of Arts & Sciences;
Bruce J. Thompson, professor, social
and health services, University College;
and Anthony Ventetuolo, Jr., adjunct
faculty, administration of justice
program, University College.

University College
'i' John Stout, dean of University

College, recently received a certificate
of achievement from Northeastern
University in recognition of effective
teaching courses in political science,
public administration and urban politics over the past 30 years. Stout has
received certificates of achievement
from Northeastern on five previous
occasions in recognition of his teaching and service to the University.

BRIEFS

Dean Stout also recently
presented an overview of the
Continuing Education and Open
Program at The Hope Club in
Providence. The event was the first in
a series of special University College
breakfast programs. Stout's speech
was titled "University College: The
Past, the Present and the Future."

Gabelli School of Business
'i' Robert Scott, Jr., professor of

management, was featured in a recent
article in Accounting Today magazine.
Scott was interviewed for the magazine's "Management Q & A" column,
which addressed the topic of accountants matching their personality type
with their business prospects. Scott
described the personality technique
he's developed, and how accountants
could apply it to their own practice.

Feinstein College of
Arts & Sciences
'i" Anthony J. Agostinelli, ACSW, RI-

CSW, social work professor at Roger
Williams University, is the author of a
book review recently published in The
New Social Worker professional journal. The book reviewed was The
(Help!) I-Don't-Have-Enough- Time
Guide to Volunteer Management by
Katherine Noyes Campbell and Susan

appeared in various productions in the
New England theatre circuit since
graduation. She has enrolled In the
North Carolina School of Arts master's
in theatre program.
.,· Martha Christina, professor,
creative writing, recently had several
poems published in Iowa Source,
Motherhood and Ch1/J Verde magazines. Last June, Christina was interviewed and read from her forthcoming
book on WOMR-FM in Provincetown,
Mass.
'i' Rosalie Franks, Ed.D., adjunct
instructor in expository writing,
presented a paper at the Center for
Inclusive Leadership and Social
Responsibility at Pine Manor College
in Chestnut Hill, Mass. She spoke on
"Struggling to the Top: Pioneering
Women in Corporate America."
'i An article by Richard M. Heavers,
professor of physics, has recently been
published in a national industry magazine. His article, titled "Measuring g and
y with Water Waves," appeared in The
Physics Teacher, Vol. 35, May 1997.
•i· Nancy Nester, Ph.D., assistant
professor of composition, recently had
published the lead article in American
Drama, Spring 1997 edition. Her work
was titled "The Agoraphobic Imagination The Protagonist Who Murders
and the Critics Who Praise Her."

J. Ellis.

Professor Agostinelli also recently
published Volume 23 of The Network,
a newsletter with worldwide circulation
for subscribers interested in the life
and works of the late music educator
and band leader Stanley Newcombe
Kenton. Professor Agostinelli will serve
as MC and historian for the first Holland America Cruise Line's "A Tribute
to Stan Kenton" in June. This is the
first time that a tribute to the music of
Stan Kenton will be presented aboard
a cruise ship specifically arranged for
this tribute.
·., Betsy Argo, right, adjunct faculty
member, College of Arts and
Sciences, directed the musical farce
titled "Con Man's Carnival" at the
Academy Playhouse in Orleans,
Mass. last month. Set to the
music of Gilbert & Sullivan,
lyrics and book are the work
of American artist Robert R.
Vickrey. RWU theatre major
Cathleen Crocker '95, far
right, was among the singing
actresses appearing in the hit show.
Cathleen lives in Hyannis. She has

New Appoi11tI11e11ts
'i" Mary Ann Quinn, acting director of

Student Activities

'i' Tony Montefusco, acting assistant
director for Student Life and coordinator of Judicial Affairs and Summer
Conferences
'i' Deborah Sylvia, assistant to dean of
student finance and records
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ince the discovery a year ago of
a large seaweed, found for the
first time along the Northeast
coast of North America in
Rhode Island waters, more evidence
of the invasive algae has been sighted
in new locations in Narragansett Bay.
The discovery, by two biology
professors, has received widespread
attention in the news media. The marine scientific community is excited
about the finding.
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Using New Molecular
Techniques, Marine
Scientists Go Global To
Trace Origin Of Invasive
Seaweed Found in
Narragansett Bay

Now,a
year later,
·-:SDr. Martine
VillalardBohnsack, Roger Williams University
biology professor, and Dr. Marilyn
M. Harlin, of the University of Rhode
Island biology faculty - report
continued spread of the seaweed,
called Grateloupiadoryphora.
The latest findings are in the East
Passage, near Melville boat basin, as
well as on the ocean side of Newport,
off Brenton Point. Previously reported
were large numbers of specimens in
the lower portion of Narragansett Bay,
near Fort Getty, Beavertail State Park,
and Newport Harbor. The large red
seaweed has been found attached to
rocks, pebbles and shells.
No specimens have been found
in the Sakonnet River, Mount Hope
Bay or Greenwich Bay.

By DorotheaHesse Doar,APR

Research Using Genetics
To trace the seaweed's origin, Dr.
Villalard-Bohnsack has begun a collaboration with Dr. Marcia Marston,
also a Roger Williams University biology professor. Dr. Marston is well
versed in the technology and
techniques of molecular genetics.

8
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Dr. Marston is fingerprinting and
receiving DNA of various specimens
from phycologists (students of algae)
in Washington, Oregon, California,
England, France, Spain, Mexico, and
Peru. G. doryplwra is common to the
Pacific Ocean, the Mediterranean, the
eastern Atlantic Ocean, and the western Atlantic Ocean from Florida to
Uruguay.
"It is possible to distinguish one
individual (specimen) from another
and to determine if two individuals
are related by analyzing samples of
their DNA. These molecular genetic
techniques recently have been used in
several highly publicized court cases.
"At Roger Williams we are using
this technology to look at genetic
differences between the different
geographic populations of G.
doryphora.This should enable us to
determine where the G. doryphora in
Narragansett Bay originated. It's very
exciting," Dr. Marston notes.
Responses have come from
England and France, as well as
Oregon and California. The DNA
samples from Rhode Island will be
compared with those.
Dr. Marston recently received
approval for funding for her research
from the Roger Williams Research
Foundation. She titled her project
GeographicOrigi11and Grnetic
Diversity of a Recent /11vaderto the
Narragansett Bay: The Large Red
SeaweedGrateloupia doryphora.
Seeking Origin

In order to determine the geographic
origin of the parental stock, Dr.
Marston will identify genetic markers
that distinguish one natural population
of G. dotyphorafrom another. Once
genetic relationships have been estab-

~~~~,~
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Example of DNA fingerprinting 11sing
G. doryphora DNA.

There is an up side to the story.
This type of seaweed is cultivated elsewhere because it produces a gel used
in ice creams and salad dressings.
Not in the Book
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LocationsofCrntelo11piadoryphorapopulations in

Narraga,,sett
Bay,RI (]11ly
1996toMarch1997):
1. FortGetty,2. Beaver
TailStatePark,3. Hull
Cove, 4. Fort Wetherill, 5. Taylor Poi11t,6. Castle
Hill, 7. Fort Adams, 8. Goat Island a11dNewport
Harbor,9. CoastersHarbor ls/a11d.Open circles
indicate statio11swith suitable substrata at which
C. doryphora was 1101found.

lished, the researcher should be able to
determine the most likely geographic
origin(s) of the Narragansett Bay population. Geographic data will be used to
identify the probable carrier. Ballast
water from ships is suspected as one
source of transmission.
In April 1997 Dr. VillalardBohnsack and Dr. Harlin published a
research paper in Phycologia,Vol. 36,
a marine science professional journal.
In August 1997 they presented an abstract to the Phycological Society of
America in the Netherlands.
The study is of major significance in the scientific world. G.
doryphora, marine biologists
believe, could have a detrimental effect on native flora
and fauna. The large pieces,
called "blades," shade out
light sources, preventing
photosynthesis of smaller plants.
"In Europe the seaweed has
been very invasive. It's covering
other organisms, and it loves polluted
water. There is potential for some
devastating effects. Our greatest
fear is that the seaweed will
proliferate, choke out native
plant life and possibly trigger widespread ecological
changes to the Bay ,"
says Dr. VillalardBohnsack.

The original finding was an accident.
Dr. Harlin was collecting seaweed
near Beavertail State Park on Jamestown with URI students when she
came across clumps of red, slimy
seaweed. It reminded her of the red
seaweed common to the West Coast .
"What is it doing here?" thought
Dr. Harlin. She checked Dr. VillalardBohnsack's book, Illustrated Key to the
Seaweedsof New England. The specimen was not in the book. She called
Dr. Villalard-Bohnsack, and the rest,
as they say, is history.
"G. doryphora actually is quite
beautiful," says Dr. VillalardBohnsack. Some of the largest specimens, deep brownish red, are three
feet long.
Ors. Villalard-Bohnsack and
Marston's research has been facilitated by the opening of the new
Center for Economic and Environmental Development (CEED) building, housing the science and
mathematics departments. Included
in this building are a wet lab with
running sea water and laboratory
space specifically dedicated to
molecular genetic research. ❖
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his spring, while many of us will be shoveling snow
from driveways and scraping ice from car windshields, three Roger Williams University marine
biology students will spend six
weeks in the tropics as they sail
to the Bahamas and the
Caribbean with the SEA Semester
Program.
Offered for the first time to
Roger Williams University students
in the late summer of 1997 (marine
biology major Shannon Vassallo
'99 was at sea with the program at
press time), the SEA Semester
Program is run by the Sea Education Association (SEA) in Woods
Hole, Mass. Recognized as a
national leader in education under
10
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sail, SEA has offered students from all majors and
academic backgrounds an educational experience that
parallels no other for more than 25 years.
As an official SEA Affiliate,
Roger Williams University joins an
impressive list of approximately 12
institutions from across the country,
including Boston University,
Colgate University, Cornell
University, Drexel University,
Northeastern University and the
University of Pennsylvania, that
offer the SEA Semester Program as
part of their curriculum. More than
100 non-Affiliate institutions also
send students to the SEA Semester.
Roger Williams University's
affiliation with SEA began in 1996,

when Assistant Professor Timothy
Scott joined the marine biology
faculty. Professor Scott had been an
SEA faculty member for five years,
and with such first-hand experience
with the program, he thought the
SEA Semester would be of great
benefit to the University. Now
serving as the program's coordinator,
Professor Scott helps interested Roger
Williams students work the program
into their schedules.
"As an Affiliate institution, we
can offer students SEA courses that
take the place of other courses at the
University. So marine biology majors,
for example, can take the entire SEA
Semester in place of their major electives, earning a full-semester's worth
of credit," says Professor Scott.
Non-science majors are also
welcome in the program, and the
SEA Semester curriculum can serve
as a science Core Concentration for
non-science majors. "We've really
thought about how this program can
fit easily into a student's schedule,"
comments Professor Scott.
The best aspect of the program,
however, is the actual experience the
students receive.
"It's probably one of the most
exciting and rewarding experiences a
student will have in his or her educational career. Students actually live
and work on board ships and are out
to sea for weeks at a time completing
original research," explains Professor
Scott.
During SEA Semester, students
take a combination of theory and
practice courses which culminate in
an independent research project. SEA
Semester (12 weeks) or SEA Summer
Session (8 weeks) students spend half
of the program at a shore component
in Woods Hole, where they learn
theoretical foundations about the
ocean, including courses in oceanography, nautical science and maritime
studies.
For the remainder of the
program, students live aboard either
the Sailing School Vessels Westward
or the CorwithCramer,working
closely with the ships' nautical and

Rebecca Aiken '99, one of the
three RWU students who will participate in the program in the spring,
says that the isolation on board the
ship will take some time getting
used to.
"I am so used to doing e-mail
with my friends every day. Being so
disconnected from the outside world
will be strange, but I am still looking
forward to such a great experience."
Rebecca is unsure about what
specialty of her marine biology career
she will undertake after graduation,
but she hopes that her SEA Semester
As
will give her some insight into prospective areas in which to concentrate.
anaffiliate
She will begin her on-shore training
institution,
in February and fly to Key West,
Florida, with her classmates to meet
wecanoffer
the ship and go to sea.
students
SEA
"Students in this program are
courses
that
conducting significant research that
taketheplace is often very important, not only to
marine biologists, but to the global
ofothercourses
attheUniversity. population as well," comments
Professor Scott.
Somarine
biology
majors,
for
"For instance, students have
example,
cantaketheentire
begun to study the effects of iron
on the growth rate of marine phytoSeaSemester
inplaceoftheir
plankton, which helps to break down
majorelectives,
earning
a fullcarbon dioxide and, thus, pollution."
semester's
worthofcredit.~
"Data the students have collected
on oil and plastic pollution has been
- ProfessorTim Scott
used in articles published in academic
journals," continues Professor Scott.
"Students are out there collecting
eat and sleep on board these vessels,
brand new data and are adding to
gaining fantastic Ii fe experiences as
data that has been recorded by SEA
they learn how to live in a small
over the past 20 years. These students
community with limited resources,"
are doing' real' science."
says Professor Scott.
Not only are students completing
important research, they are immersing themselves in a world that many
people do not get to experience.
Says Rebecca, "I am looking
forward to this learning experience
because it will be so different from
studying in the classroom. And how
can you pass up a month in the
Caribbean?"
For more information about the
SEA Semester program, contact RWU
Professor Tim Scott at (401) 254-3563
or via e-mail at tms@alpha.rwu.edu. ❖

scientific staff on their independent
projects. The Westward,a 125-foot
staysail schooner, is touted by SEA as
one of the most seaworthy ships on
the ocean today. The Corwith Cramer,
a 134-foot steel brigantine, was built
especially as a research vessel for
operation under sail.
"The students are eventually
responsible for the day-to-day operations of these technologically
advanced ships. ln addition to
conducting research, students live,

a(i
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By Mnrk Go11/d, Ph.D.
lhe Center for Economic
and Environmental Development (CEED) opened this
fall with three missions: to
enhance the undergraduate
education in biological and
physical sciences, to support
the economy of Southeastern New England by fostering entrepreneurship, and
to provide adult career
training in high-demand
fields. The entrepreneurship
and adult-education
missions focus on displaced
defense-industry workers
and contractors, under a $2
million federal grant that
help us build CEED.
We have made an
aggressive start on all three
12
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missions; ultimate success
will come when we meld
these missions synergistically so each benefits the
others and helps us reach
our goals in concert.
A young Roger Williams alumnus, Pedro Mata,
'96, has launched a venture
at CEED that provides an
excellent example of how
we plan to bring together
our three missions. Pedro
earned a bachelor of science
in marine biology and has
taught the subject in high
school summer sessions at
his home in Connecticut.
Starting in October, while
working full time in the
financial services business,

he established an aquaculture project at CEED under
the direction of a faculty
member, Harold Pomeroy,
Ph.D. Two undergraduate
marine biology majors learn
as they assist Dr. Pomeroy,
who also obtained a grant to
fund the product-development project.
The Roger Williams
team is trying to perfect a
patent-pending design by
Pedro for a fish tank that, if
successful, will facilitate indoor shrimp farming. Forty
to 50 percent of the shrimp
sold in orth America is
raised on conventional, outdoor shrimp farms. These
farms occupy huge areas,

measured in hectares, and
require equally huge
amounts of water. The
shrimp are vulnerable to
animal predators and
human thieves, along with
the natural elements.
This venture places
Roger Williams in the company of some of the leading
marine-research and aquaculture institutions in the
country, including Texas
A&M University, the Florida
lnstitute of Technology, the
University of Rhode Island,
and the Oceanographic
lnstitute of Hawaii. More
importantly, it is already
bringing together two of our
missions: undergraduate

education and entrepreneurship. In the future, this and
similar ventures will enrich
adult education by providing the same type of practical laboratory experience for
them that it currently opens
to our undergraduates.
Retraining Defense and
Fishing Veterans

A valuable resource in our
community are former
defense-ind us try engineers,
scientists, and tedrnicians
displaced by declining R&D
and manufacturing, who
have excellent tedrnical
educations and years of
experience. They have studied and applied electronics,

mechanics, chemistry, materials science, and physics,
but usually know little about
the ocean. Displaced fishermen will know a great deal
about the ocean, but generally have little or no tedrnical background. With
traditional course work and
projects like Pedro's, we
believe we can teach the
engineers about the ocean
and teach the fishermen
engineering, preparing both
for high-skill careers in aquaculture, environmental engineering, and related fields.
Already we are reaching
out to small defense contractors and defense-industry
workers, encouraging them
to use CEED to help them
define and penetrate new
markets and career paths.
For example, CEED hosted
the "Partnering for a New
Tomorrow" min.i-trade show
of the Aquidneck Island
Software and Engineering
Network (AISE ) last December 4. At just its first
event of this kind, AISEN
convened about 50 people
from defense-oriented software engineering firms and
potential parh1ers, clients,
and employers. AISEN,
formed by six engineering
firms, seeks to help members
identify nondefense applications of existing software,
commercial customers for
development of software,
and then promote themselves to those commercial
markets. This is an important effort for our region
because local defense-contractor employment has
shrunk 60 percent from more
than 18,000 to less than 7,000
in the last 10 years. Furthermore, defense-oriented firms
are un.famiIiar with the ci viJian marketplace, where the
basics of price, promotion,
and placement are entirely
different than dealing with
the Department of Defense
and its prime contractors.

CEED also conducted a
seminar in penetrating unfamiliar markets for an alliance
of Rhode Island boat builders. ln this case, the new
target for the local companies was the European
Union. A dozen companies
that manufacture light, fast,
durable pleasure craft, using
advanced processes and
materials, learned how to
expand internationally.
First a Host, Then a Partner

As we develop aquacultural
and other marine products,
processes, and services at
CEED, we will be more than
a host to defense groups like
AISE and to marine
groups like the boat builders. We will be source of
technical counsel, scientific
facilities, and market data.
Jim McCanna, owner of
East Bay Crab and Lobster
in neighboring Warren, R.I.,
believes that CEED will be
able to help his and similar
companies cope constructively with their seafoodprocessing waste stream.
Many area seafood processors are moving aggressively to wring profits from
waste, and we plan to help
people like Jim do the same.
Chitin, a protein compound
prevalent in most seafood, is
used in many pharmaceuticals. I know of a Maine concern that produces compost
that is one-fourth each salmon waste, blue mussel
waste, blueberry waste, and
peat moss.
In these ways, we are
starting, in CEED's early
months, to work with many
business groups and public
entities to "recession-proof"
this region, in the expression of Alan Crisman, head
of the Mount Hope Enterprise Zone. Alan was a
career defense worker until,
as he says, "Peace broke
out." He wants to start
with one substantial aqua-

cultural, entrepreneurial
venture at CEED and use it
to learn what technical and
financial resources will be
required to build highgrowth marine-related business in this region.
CEED's economic outreach will be as much to
individuals as to companies.
The Bristol-Warren Adult
School is planning the East
Bay (R.I.) Skills Academy to
teach what Team Leader
Red French calls "employability" skills to blue-collar
workers. CEED may be a
Skills Academy site or even
partner. We are also developing a technician's
certificate program in
environmental science for
former defense workers.
Llndergradunte Ed11cntio11nt
the Heart of the University's
Mission

As important as the
entrepreneurial and adulteducation missions are on
their own, thev will also
enrich the programs for
which the niversitv exists,
the academic curric~lum for
our full-time students.
Undergraduates not
only master the theory of
n,arine science, chen1istry,
engineering, and physics,
but also benefit from related
CEED activities. Luke
Holden, a senior marine
biology major, is experimenting with removing a
certain gland from lobsters
to speed growth. The
entrepreneurial ventures
we incubate at CEED, the
businesses that re-orient
and diversify themselves
via on-campus programs,
and the adults who come
here for career retraining
will all help our undergraduates make connections
between their classroom
and laboratory studies and
the world where they will
make their livings. ❖
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By Jolrn Klitzner

Are We Designed
for the Information
Superhighway?

TAKING NEW ENGINEERING HECTIC PACESUITSTHIS
SYSTEMSINTO YOUR HOME CISSTUDENTJUSTFINE

I

magine reclining in your favorite easy chair, leaning
over to a small touch panel nearby, and having the
ability to control every electrical function within your
home. A couple of quick clicks automatically sets the
lighting, the heating
and ventilation, the
electrical outlets, air
conditioning, intercom - you could
even lock the house
and set the security
svstem without budging from your chair.
lfallgoesas
Christopher Koeplin
'98 envisions, he'll be
the one providing
home dwellers with
that "touch panel of the future." A senior Engineering
student from Manchester, Mass., Chris is applying his
classroom knowledge ~nd innovative senior project work
to propel his own business - Audio Innovations.
Chris became a formal partner of Audio Innovations
last Januarv, and each weekend he races back to his hometown to he.Ip out at the business. Today, the company
installs mostly audio systems for cars. Tomorrow, the
possibilities are endless, according to Chris.
"Right now, we're just supplying audio needs for customers. Our goal is to expand into home installation of
much more complex items, such as security and lighting,"
he says. "Eventually, we want to create a touch panel for the
house that can control any function the customer wants."
As he enters the homestretch of his senior year, Chris
has plenty to keep himself busy besides his classwork and
audio business. He's the president of the student chapter of
the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers),
and is a work study for a Professor in the School of
Engineering.
"We've been working together to try and develop a
set of audio engineering tools that can be used in an
educational setting," says Chris.
He's also getting plenty of job-related experience
working on his senior project - designing and manufacturing a prototype for a sophisticated speaker system.
Once he graduates in May, Chris plans to return home to
Audio Innovations.
There's little doubt that Chris' engineering expertise
will help take Audio Innovations from upstart business to
profitable venture as we head into the 21st century.
14
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ou'll have to forgive Jennifer Teague '98 if she
seems a little preoccupied right now. In addition to
a full course load as a senior computer information
systems major, she's also working part-time within the
information systems
department at her
internship company,
Tuition Management
Systems (TMS) of
Middletown, R.L
Once she graduates
from RWU in May,
the role becomes
full-time.
"I definitely want
to get my master's
degree, and TMS
offers to pay the bill
for employees who want to further their education," says
Jennifer, who is also considering getting her graduate
degree in education.
This is in addition to her volunteer work as a cofounder and past president of the RWU Mentor Program
for incoming freshmen, and her work with local elementary schools as part of the America Reads Program.
Things have changed since Jennifer was a high school
student in her hometown of Merrimack, N.H. In fact,
Jennifer wasn't even sure if she was going to attend
college once she graduated.
"\ thought I'd just go to work once I got out of high
school," she says.
With a little coaxing from her mom and high school
guidance counselor, she enrolled at Roger Williams
University as an architecture major in fall 1994. She soon
switched majors to computer science, and then to CIS
because "I wanted to learn more about the business aspect
of computers instead of the science component."
Jennifer programs and designs databases at work and
in the classroom. She acknowledges that her growth as a
computer expert has only been surpassed by her personal
growth.
"My confidence level has grown tremendously since I
arrived at Roger Williams," she says. "Because of the
many activities I'm involved in, I feel more confident
about myself and my ability to use my education to
accomplish what I want."
The accomplishments - and job offers - for this
senior CIS student seem to be growing with each passing

Y

Charles Trimbach, Ph.D.,
chair of the Department
of Psychology, has pondered questions about the
human/computer interface for some time. His
concerns center around
how human conceptions
of time are being altered
by the computer.
"People's very consciousness is determined
by their notion of time,"
says Dr. Trimbach.
"Computers - especially the Internet - manipulate our time sense by
telescoping it. Twentyfive years ago I could be
late with my telephone
bill, and the company
wouldn't know. A hundred or more years ago
time moved even more
slowly. In 1812 the Battle
of New Orleans was
fought weeks after the
peace treaty already had
been signed in Europe.
Who knew what had
happened in Europe? Today, in less than a second
we have access to latebreaking events around
the world. We seem to be
constantly on our toes.
This causes stress."
Dr. Trimbach believes
that the very abundance
of information available
today also contributes to
stress.
"The human brain is
like a reduction valve.
The purpose of this valve
is to keep people from
being overwhelmed by
too much input," he says.
"With the computer,
which puts endless information at our fingertips,
we are opening that
valve. The result is information overload."

ewTools
forLearning
By Elaine MncLenn

COMPUTERTECHNOLOGY
COMESOF AGEAT
ROGERWILLIAMSUNIVERSITY

DistancelearningstudentRogerStruempler
in
Oceanside,Calif.clickshis mouseon the "send"button
and e-mailsa questionto LouisSwiczewicz,Ph.D.,in
Bristol.On campus,engineeringseniorChristopher
KoeplinpressestheFSkeyon his PCand initiatesa
testrun of a new filterin his digitalsignalprocessor,
whileacrossthe quadranglearchitechtrestudentTony
Coccarelli
useshis mouseto movethrougha threedimensionalrenderingof a newwaterfront
developmenthe's designedon computer.PaulPerrypresentshis ideason
civicrightsand responsibilities
to fellowstudentsin
expositorywriting,
not in class,but
in an on-line
discussion
groupset
upby the

day. ❖
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University exclusively for
Paul's class and carried
over the Internet.
Each of these students is
participating in a technological revolution that is changing
the ways students learn, what
they learn, and how their
education is being delivered.

011-Li11eDiswssio11 Groups
Nancy Nester, Ph.D., assistant professor of composition, and Paul Perry's instructor, believes that e-mail
discussion groups lead to
more effective writing.
"Students receive rapid
feed back from their peers,
which forces them to re-th.ink
positions and question assumptions. The experience
makes them better, more
persuasive writers," she says.
Some experts think that
adding on-line discussion
groups to the educational
mix may draw participation
from a wider variety of
students. Richard Holeton,
who tracked on-campus email discussions at Stanford
University, discovered that
"individuals who dominated
face-to-face encounters were
not the same folks who
ruled the e-mail debates."
(Newsweek, Oct. 27, 1997)
"Some students who
hardly ever talk in class can
be prolific on the World
Wide Web," says Dr. Nester.
Paul Perry admits he's
one of those students.
"In class ideas can sometimes just spi\J out without
being thought through. I
prefer to work on-line because writing my ideas gives
me a chance to present them
clearly," he says.
Dr. Nester notes, "because technology allows me
to work more closely with
students on revisions to
their writing, it's made my
16

relationship with them
more collaborative."

stronger link between the
student and the discipline
and keeps the students close
Listservs a11dBulletin
to the academic action."
Boards
Mark Gould, Ph.D.,
professor of biology and
Paul Perry's e-mail discusdirector of CEED, used one
sion group is limited to the 24 bulletin board discussion to
students in his class.
teach his students the proHowever, larger academic
cess of scientific inquiry.
discussion groups, caUed listDr. Gould explains that
servs or bulletin boards, are
the mention on television of a
helping Roger Williams
huge marine entity supposedUniversity students keep
ly the size of three football
abreast of the latest trends,
fields had biologists puzzled.
studies, ideas, and breakBulletin board members who
throughs in their fields.
were determined to identify
Listservs are similar to tothe creature started an orderly
day's popscientific
ular chat
dialogue.
roon1s in
They bewhich
gan with
Some students
the broad
groups of
individuscientific
who
hardly
ever
als can
questions.
con1-1nuniCoUeatalk in class can
cate on
gues
be prolific on the
any topic
posted revia COITIsponses
World
Wide
Web.
puter.
to the
questions,
Messages
sent by
then
one indiposed
vidual can be read concuradditional questions. Gradurently by other individuals
ally, the dialogue narrowed
on-line. Listservs differ in
and dosed in on the identity
that the subject matter is
of the creature: a giant jeUyacademic and membership is
fish.
most often limited to profes"I had my entire Invertesionals in a field. Students
brate Zoology class monitor
accessing Listservsare pennitthis discussion for about a
ted to post questions regardmonth until the organism was
identified," he says. "What
ing topics currently tmder
discussion.
did they learn? A lot about
"Using listservs stuinvertebrate zoology, but
dents in my Legal Psychoeven more about the process
logy course can access the
of scientific inquiry. Also,
ideas of experts around
they experienced firsthand
the world," says Garrett
the banter between scientists
Berman, Ph.D., assistant
that is so much a part of what
professor of psychology.
makes science tick."
"Students read about
Tl1e1ntemet
these experts and opinion
makers in textbooks, but on
a listserv, they can actually
Dr. Gould encourages his
communicate with them.
students to use the internet
for research. To help build
The experience forges a
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Internet research skills he
posed the following problem to 40 students: The
President of the United
States has asked you to brief
her on the fishing crisis and
develop a solution that she
can deliver to the nation in
a ten-minute speech.
"I sent them to the Internet, and they returned with
40 different approaches to
the fishing problem and as
many solutions to the crisis,"
he says. "This breadth of information would never have
been obtained, especially in a
lim.ited time frame, without
the Internet. It couldn't have
been done with books, because the project demanded
current data not available in
textbooks."
Dr. Gould helped the 40
students screen out data that
was questionable or irrelevant and synthesize the 40
solutions into one that could
work.
"That is what they'll be
asked to do as scientists and
employees, so they need to
learn how to do it now," he
concludes.
In the School of Justice
Studies, where students have
Nexis:Lexis® and WestLaw®
on-line databases available to
them, they are also using the
Internet for legal research
says Roland Chase, professor
of legal research and writing.
"As more law schools,
state bar associations, and
even large legal firms set up
quality sites, case information, court decisions, and
indices to legal information
can now be obtained on the
Web," he says.
Large Web sites like
Find Law let paralegal majors
search for case information
by legal category. Students
can also call up Supreme
Court decisions and Court of
Appeals decisions for all

St11de11ts
in the Gabe/IiSchoolof B11si11ess
utilize new softwarefor pre-

1 Office '97
se11tatio11s
in b11si11ess
courses 11si11g
Microsoft® Wi11rlowsn

applicatio11s-MicrosoftWord, Access, Excel,or PowerPoiut®.It gives
students tre111e11dous
flexiblity for fi11e-tu11iug
their business strategies.

Circujt Courts. They can
identify expert witnesses and
consultants, catch up on legal
news and chat with lawyers.
"Today we are teaching
students not one or two, but
four sources of legal information: textbooks, on-line
services, CD-ROM databases, and the Internet,"
says Professor Chase.
Karen Jessup, associate
professor of historic preservation, exposes her students
to some of the best Web sites
in their field, like the National Park Service's National
Register of Historic Places
and Preserv Link, a closed
Web site, available through
a Licensing agreement with
the University. Supported
by the National Trust for
Historic Properties, PreservLink offers students preservation case studies, full text
journal articles, job listings,
and links to other professional sites.
"The Internet is wonderful," says Professor Jessup,
"but it's seductive. We continually have to remind our

students to bring a healthy
dose of skepticism to much
of what they find there,
because there is no qua Ii ty
control on the Web. There is
no editorial hand at work."
Ensuring that students
know how to use Internet
researd1 tools and can evaluate the material they find on
the Web are Roger Williams
University Librarians Susan
McMullen, Wendell Pols,
and Veronica Maher. They
divide their time between
working with individual
students at the library and
nmning bibliographic i.nstruction workshops in the computer lab, required of every
Roger Williams student.
Training starts with the
use of the Netscape Navigatorrn browser and moves onto
the library home page, where
the University has placed
links to the Internet's major
subject directories, search
engines, and meta-indices.
These tools allow students to
search the Web using key
words. Students learn the
strengths and weaknesses of

each subject directory or
search engi11eand how to
narrow and refine searches.
Also on the library page are
links to rating services such as
the Clearinghouse Project at
the University of Mjchigan,
which help students evaluate
the worth of Web sites in
specific subject areas.
But the University does
not leave evaluation to the
rating services. To help students determine the merit of
information found on the
Web, librarians encourage
students to ask critical questions of each site, sud1 as:
What is the purpose of the
site? Who supports it? Is the
information biased?
"Because the Internet is
not regulated, the burden of
determining the merit of information found there falls
on the user," says Susan
McMullen, information resource librarian. "Therefore,
helping students learn how
to evaluate Web materials is
a critical part of our jobs."
But what about students
who enter the University

with no computer skills?
A semester with Associate
Professor Alan Cutting gets
them up to speed.
"My students in Computing: The First Course
learn all the basic computer
skills by building their own
Web sites. You can't build a
Web site unless you know
how to work within a computer application, how to use
a keyboard, a mouse, and a
scanner and how to move
around in the Windowsn 1
or Macintosh environments.
Students stay motivated
because they want that
Web page."
Although the course is
taught within the Gabelli
School of Business, onlv
one-third of the studen'ts
are business majors.

Software a11d/11teractive
Leami11g Programs
June Speakman, Ph.D., professor of political science, has
used interactive programs
carried on the Internet to
help her students learn the

In keeping with the age of technology, Katherine McColl,
RWU historic preservation major and architecture minor,
is taking archival research to a new level. As her senior
internship and senior project, she is working with the
Town of Tiverton's Historical Society to create a possible
Web site and CD-ROM of the town's oldest buildings.
Phase one of the project is collecting pictures, data and
scanning. Most of the photographs used are from old
post cards. She has been able to collaborate with Victor
St. Laurent, a Tiverton native who has collected nearly
100 postcards of landmark buildings. Helping her publicize the project is Ann Richard, director of Tiverton
libraries. A December 1998 degree candidate, Katherine
spent $2,300 of her own funds to purchase the equipment needed for the project. Phase two will be storing
the material onto a compact disk. Katherine says that
having the information on the World Wide Web makes
it accessible to anyone with a web browser. Storing it
on CD-ROM makes it more durable. "CD-ROMs last
longer than Microfiche." After graduation Katherine will
continue working with a national software company, as
well as consulting in preservation, integrat-ing preservation with new technology.
ROGER WILLIAMS UNIVERSITY
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political process. Speakman's
Elections and Campaigns
class participated in a presidential campaign of their
own using President '96 an on-line simulation of the
real thing. President '96
contained biographies of ten
candidates, public opinion
data, articles about the
candidates, media reports
regarding revelations and
crises surrounding certain
candidates, a chat room, and
campaign headquarters
where decisions were made
and carried out. Each
student chose a candidate for
whom to work, analyzed
campaign data and media
information and n1ade

suggestions to campaign
headquarters about ways a
candidate's campaign could
be strengthened.
"Students learned how
to analyze data the same way
they would in real life, plus
they learned net and computer skills. Students who
had never used a computer
learned how to log on, send
e-mail and work inside the
program. Most important,
the quick feedback inherent

"Let's face it, we could all
multiply two 20-digit numbers if we had to," he says.
"But for what purpose?"
He says that Maple has
allowed faculty to expand
the time they spend teaching
students critical mathematical concepts, principles, and
applications. However, the
software has also challenged
faculty in unexpected ways.
"Since students can use
the software in test situations, and as a result, their
calculations are correct, we
don't always know if a student truly understands the
concepts. As a resu It, we' re
developing new, more
sophisticated methods that
will help us identify any
student who might be using
Maple as a crutch."
Ln the Gabelli School of
Business, Ferd Schroth, professor of computer information systems, has introduced
new software to students
taking his Computer Appli-

in an interactive program

produced a high level of
student involvement, "says
Dr. Speakman, "and that
always equates to a high
level of learning."
Software is also changing
the way students learn mathematics. Today undergraduates are using an expert
calculation system, originally
designed for high-level physicists, to eliminate the tedious
mechanics of factoring polynomials and solving quadratic
and differential equations.
"With Maple V® software students don't have to
spend time performing calculations too awful to do by
hand," says Earl Gladue,
professor of mathematics.
18
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cations for Business, a re-

quirement for all business
n1ajors.

"We've loaded Microsoft® Windowsrn Office '97
applications - Microsoft
Word, Access, Excel, or
PowerPoint®onto the
network and given students
Web wizards so they can
publish their work from
these applications directly
on the Web."
His students are also
learning how to customize
Windows applications
using Microsoft Visual
Basic® 5.0, a programming
language that allows students to write advanced
programs in Windows.
"This is the language
Microsoft used to write the
original Windows documentation. Because it's objectoriented and interactive,
students can try out each

step of their programming
sequence and see the results
on their screens. It gives
students lTemendous flexibility for fine tuning Microsoft business applications,"
says Professor Sduoth.
Richard Audet, Ed.D.,
assistant professor of education, is introducing students
to HyperStudio® and
PowerPoint authoring software in a course entitled
Educational Applications of
Technology. His goal is to
help tomorrow's teachers
reach a higher level of technological competency now.
"We believe that its our
responsibility to prepare
young people to function in
technologically-rich classrooms of the next century,"
he says.

Professor Audet explains
that students will be using
the authoring software to
develop multimedia projects
for the prin1ary classroom.
The software allows students
to combine scanned images,
digital photography, video,
text, and images downloaded
from the internet or drawn
from interactive CD-ROMs
into one computerized
presentation. The completed
multimedia work will
become part of the student's
demonstration portfolio.
"The technological
requirements I'm putting on
students escalate every
year," says Professor Audet.
"Two years ago we were
satisfied if our students were
aware of the types of technology used in primary and

secondary classrooms. Now,
we're asking students to
generate learning modules
using high-level authoring
software. We can demand
this of students because their
level of familiarity with technology has skyrocketed."
Assistant Professor of
Graphic Design Sharon
Deluca is taking the same
approach as Professor
Audet - total immersion.
First-semester freshmen
majoring in graphic design
go directly into her
Macintosh computer lab.
"That wasn't always the
case," she explains. "Art
educators used to believe
that students had to be given
a basic design studio before
they could be introduced to
the computer. Today

computer technology is so
much more sophisticated,
and so much more technical
expertise is expected of
graphic designers that our
students need as much time
in the lab as possible. To
compete, they have to learn
how to use the software and
hardware at the highest
levels of competency."
Sharon DeLuca's students learn how to design
using what today constitutes
the software quartet for
graphic designers - QuarkXPressTMfor page layout,
Adobe Illustrator"'' for
drawing and illustration,
Adobe PhotoshopTM for
manipulating photos and
scanned images, and an
HTML editor for generating
Web pages.

Internet Continues to Challenge Lawmakers
"The law is racing to catch up with technology, especially the technology of the information highway," says
David Rice, B.B.A., LLB., professor of copyright and
contract law at Roger Williams University's Ralph R. Papitto
School of Law. Rice should know. He is a key member of a
national task force working on the software and information contracts portion of the new commercial code. In this
capacity, Professor Rice is privy to the big picture.
"The problems we face center around contract and
copyright law as they relate to the electronic transfer of
software and other information," he says. "Currently there
is no protection for raw data on the Internet and scanty
protection for original compilations of data, such as Dun &
Bradstreet reports or baseball player statistics."
Professor Rice explains that last year, nations around
the world attempted to address the copyright problem at an
international conference in Geneva. Representatives to the
conference tried to give some protection to publicized,
commercial databases, but the resulting proposal, "The
Proprietary Data Directive," encountered major opposition
from third-world countries who need the data desperately
and cannot afford to pay royalties. The directive even was
rejected by the United States, because implementation
would have been "a nightmare."
He explains that even among those who are for protection, there is disagreement. Some stand by the concept of
electronic transmission rights; others staunchly defend
browsing rights. Under an electronic transmission law
anyone even viewing copywritten material would be, in
legal terms, "exposed to the law." Under the concept of

browsing rights, exposure to the copyright law would be
limited to those who printed or downloaded the data. To
confuse matters more, there is further debate on who
should be responsible for minding the law. Should it be the
individual using the service - you and I? Or should service
providers, such as America Online®, be liable for infringement of copyright by their customers?
Legal concerns over the Internet don't stop with challenges to the copyright law. Contracts are another area of
concern. With global communications provided by the
Internet and a global economy already in place, more and
more individuals will start making what amounts to international contracts over the Net for downloading this or ordering that.
"The question then arises," says Professor Rice, "which
country's contract law is operative? Also, what happens if
products purchased are illegal in the purchaser's country?"
To Professor Rice, the most far-reaching problem facing
the regulation and lawful use of the Internet is the disparity
regarding the laws of nations.
"In the United States, First Amendment rights are
paramount. We worry about the regulation of speech, but
not all countries do. Free speech was not a first amendment
issue to the Germans when that nation regulated pornography on the net."
Will the legal problems ever be solved?
"Eventually," he answers. "But by a political, not just
legal means. In the meantime," he laughs, "it's an interesting time to be a copyright lawyer."

"Our approach to
graphic design is real-world
concept development and
professional execution," she
says. "This prepares them
for the workplace."

Computer Modeling Systems
in the Schools of Engineering
and Architecture, students
design and test three-dimensional structures and other
engineered systems by building them in cyberspace.
"Instead of building an
expensive prototype of a car
or an electronic device and
then testing it, we build the
system in the computer and
test it using computer-generated conditions," says Igor
Runge, Ph.D., dean of the
School of Engineering "Such
simulations show us how the
system would perform
under real conditions."
Senior Christopher
Koeplin is using computer
modeling and simulation to
develop a digital (audio)
signal processor that can be
contained within a speaker
system. (see story page 14)
"We're using 'the &iendlinessof the PC' and special debugging and simulation software to do everything-<lesign,
control, store, simulate, debug,
test,and evaluate the results of
this project. We can hook up
an external digital signal processorto the PC, enter test signals into the system, control
and monitor what the filters
and processorare doing and
obtain test results in the fom1
of charts,graphs, and data
points," Chris says
Another four students
are using computer modeling and simulation to help
them develop a one-seat, allterrain sports vehicle called
a Mini Baja. Seniors Michael

Giunta, Ruth Edwards,

Chris Gonzales, and
Leonard Tel lone, will use as
their base vehicle a Honda
chassis about 7 ft. long and
2.5 ft. wide consisting of the
suspension system, steering
and brake components and
wheels and rims. The restthe engine bay frame and
the overhead frame-will be
designed, tested, and built
by the students.
Once completed, the
Mini Baja, which is also the
team's senior project, will be
entered into a North American competition sponsored
by the Society of Automotive
Engineers (SAE).
"To win we have lo have
the most durable frame
made out of the least amount
of parts for the least amount
of money," says student
Leonard Tellone. "Also, we
have to outperform all other
vehicles in our class on acceleration, durabilitv, torque,
braking, and a fo~r-hour endurance test at top engine
speed Oh yes, and the vehicle has to float."
The team wili use
AutoCAD® (computer aided
design) for the initial threedimensional drawings, a
program developed in house
to analyze the perfom1ance of
the suspension, and Pro/
ENGINEER®and ALGOR®
software to simulate stress
and strain on the vehicle.
"In a stress and strai11
simulation, we'll actuallv be
able to see the defom1ation of
the materials on the computer
screen," says Leonard.
Computer modeling is
also helping fifth-vear architecture student Tony
Coccarelli and his parb1er
Jamie Hughes, complete
thei.r senior project: a new
master plan for Newport, R.J.
To begin the project,
Tony obtained a digital
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schematic of the town of
Newport from the municipal water deparh11ent.
They entered the file into
the 3-D AutoCAD program
where it stayed while he and
Jamie spent days sketching
and photographing the area
of Newport they wanted to
redevelop. Back in the
cyberspace of AutoCAD,
they augmented the original
schematic file with new visual information from their
photos and sketches, dismantled several old buildings, and built a new hotel.
When the 3-D CAD file was
complete, Tony read it into
3-D Studio,n 1 to add lighting
effects and assign materials
to objects. With the project
ready for presentation,
Tony's last step was to use
Animator Pron' to render an
animation sequence that allows the viewer's eye to
walk through or fly over an
architectural model.
"This is perfect for client
presentations," says Tony.
Professor of Architecture
Roseann Evans, R.A., who
teaches Advanced Computer
Applications for Architects,
explains that all second-year
architecture students must
take Computer Applications
for Architects, which teaches
them the basics of two- and
three-dimensional drawing
software such as AutoCAD.
Students who want experience with higher-level software, like Tony Coccarelli,
take advanced applications.
"The advanced course is
always full," she says.

versity College's Open Proresearch and completed assignments without the
gram, which serves students
\jving too far away to comInternet when I was abroad,
mute to either the Providence because I couldn't read
or Bristol campus.
Spanish or Arabic."
An indusRoger
trial technoldedicates evogy student,
ery Tuesday
and Thursreports
Roger Williams Roger
day evening
to Louis
Swiczewicz,
to studying
University
Ph.D. on the
and completis committed
ing assignBristol camments. He's
to expanding pus."I've talked
kept this
schedule
to Dr.
the use of
Swiczewicz
over the past
technology in on the phone
several
years, even
the classroom several
during Matimes," says
rine Corps
Roger. "With
tours in
a comfort
Bogota, Colevel already
lombia, and Manama,
established, it's easy for me
Bahrain. It was during those to conumuiicate with him
tours that Roger learned to
regularly by e-mail."
rely on the Internet and eAccording to Dr.
rnail.
Swiczewicz, even though
"There was simply no
some of his distance learning
way I could have conducted
students are thousands of

Oistrmce Lenr11i11g
vin
E-111niln11dtlte /11ter11et
E-mail and the internet are
making distance learning
possible for students like
Roger Struempler. Currently
residing in Oceanside, Calif.,
Roger is enrolled in the Uni20
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Policeoffict!rRoriA11sill1, left, of Sidney, Ohio, and CaptainMark Manwso,
rigl1t,of Ho11sfo11,Texas, earned tlleir B.S. degreesin ad111h1istrntio11
of justice
through tlzedistr111ce
lcami11gprogram. They were 011 ca111p11s
for 11,efirst time
for their graduation hi May 1997.

miles away, e-mail helps him
stay highly involved with
them.
"lf one of them has a
problem with a case study
and needs help, 1encourage
that student to e-mail me immediately, sol can give that
student i.rnmectiatefeedback."
Professor Swiczewicz
admits that his "electronic"
students don't have the
benefit of the group learning experience. Nor does he
have the benefit of seeing
them in class.
"Sometimes 1 miss
that," he says.
ln a statement to the
University community last
year, Vice President of Academic Affairs Malcolm
Forbes said that "Roger Williams University is committed to expanding the use of
technology in the classroom
i11 a 111ea11ingf11/
way - a way
that clearly benefits students
and faculty.
Although "in a meaningful way" could be debated by
university and college faculties nationwide for the next
decade, there is no debate on
the general relevai1ce of computer technology and its continued place in the classroom
and laboratory.
Whether computer technology is being used to access information on the Web,
on listservs, CD-ROMs, or
on-line databases; whether
it's being used as software
such as Maple and President
'96, to help students learn;
whether it's bringing engineering arid archi tectu ra\
projects to life; or allowing
individuals like Roger
Struempler to earn a Roger
Williams degree while living
on the West Coast, computer
technology is changing the
face of education at the
University. ❖
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WithDueDiligenceHeatherSheehy'95
HelpsSafeguardDrinkingWaterof
OneMassachusetts
Town
By DorotheaHesse Donr,APR
"!always
had a head for math,
and I love the natural sciences,"
is Heather Sheehy' s answer
when asked how she decided
marine biology was the career for her.
Heather, who graduated with a
B.S. degree in marine biology in 1995,
not only has a natural bent for math
and science. She also brings hands-on
training to the job. She came to her
present post as one of three water
treahnent chemists for the Town of
Andover, Mass., with a strong educational background in her field.
"Some of the same equipment we
are using was available to us at Roger
Williams. We use a gas chromatograph on the job; I was familiar with

this procedure because we had a gas
chromatograph when l was in
school," Heather notes. She explains
that the device is used to test for
cancer-causing by-products from
chlorine in the water.
Heather adds that she rarely finds
a major problem, because the Town of
Andover uses state-of-the art procedures in their drinking water treahnent
facilities. lmplementing highly sensitive
equipment, Heather and her col.leagues
conduct tests for bacteria weekly. (Tests
involve filtering samples for 48 hours to
test for coliform bacteria.)
"We have on-line pH meters that
show pH levels, which should be at
8.50 - 8.80 to keep pipes from corrod-

ing. Drinking water changes with the
seasons, so we must be diligent and
test constantly. The water comes
from the Merrimac River into the
reservoir. We mu t analyze for algae
blooms, bacteria, and cancer-causing
by-products from chlorine," she says.
She added that algae blooms are
watched by taking samples of the
reservoir and analyzing them under a
microscope.
In addition to testing the drinking water, she and her co-workers
check the purity of the water in the
Town's swimming facilities weekly
during the summer months.
Prior to moving to Massachusetts
a year ago, Heather held a similar
position with Rhode Island Analytical
Laboratories in Warwick, R. I.
Originally from Southbury, Conn.,
Heather came to Roger Williams
because she had heard positive
reports about the science programs
here. She was not disappointed
"The new science building (CEED)
is something else. It's really beautiful.
Today's RWU students are real.Iv
lucky. But those of us who were there
before the CEED building real.ly benefited by the programs and the facultv."
"Right now I'm glad to be doing
what I am doing, learning on the job.
I can literally do research and learn
how to use the gas chromatograph,
liquid chromatograph, used to test for
naturally occuring compounds, and
atomic absorption analyzer, used to
test for metals like lead, manganese,
calcium, iron and copper, in the lab."
In addition to knowing how to
use the lab instruments, Heather and
her colleagues must be computeroriented.
"We use software that records
data from the gas chromatograph
and liquid chromatograph. We also
use software for our on-line particle
counters, (used to monitor microorganisms in the water that would
cause consumers to become sick)."
Heather, who is engaged to
Matthew Ferro '95, B.S., business
administration, will marry in Mav
1999. She hopes, eventually, tog~ to
graduate school in the Boston area to
study marine ecology. ❖
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aura Choiniere '81
remembers

the many

hours she spent doing
library research while she

the

n- 1ne
Ag~"'
P,b;I

was a student
Williams.
"Scraps
everywhere

at Roger
of papers were
with call num-

bers written on them," explains Laura, who returned
to Roger Williams
in 1996
to serve as the learning specialist in the Academic
Resources Center.
"You had to find the
book listings in the card
catalog, write down the call
number, find the books,
which could mean driving
to another library if you
needed them right away,
do the research, organize
notes on index cards, handwrite drafts and then try to
find a typewriter
to type
out the final version. Online research? An electric
typewriter
would have
been a real plus 1"
Only 10 years after Ms.
Choin.iere graduated, library
research evolved into an entirely different process, as
many libraries throughout
the world entered into the
on-line age. Roger Williams'
library was among the first
libraries to explore new
forms of research acquisition. In 1991, the Main
Library, formerly located in
what is now the Gabelli
School of Business building,

1noved into a new, n1ultimillion dollar facility that
has become a local commun.ity landmark, and sowed
seeds that would allow it to
grow into the technological
resource that it is today.

TechnologiJ Door Opens

Carol DiPrete, dean of
academic services and director of university
libraries,
has helped to guide this
growth since she first came
to RWU in 1983. Dean
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Awards• Awards• Awards
Many graduatesof RogerWilliams University have noteworthy accomplishmentsin their professionaland personal lives,serviceto the public welfare,or serviceto the
University. TI1eAlumni Association hascreatednew
Alumni Awards, which are presentedat the expanded
Alumni Weekend,June 12-14,1998.
We want to hear from YOU! Perhapsyou know a
fellow alum who fits the criteria for one of thesethree
awards.Or perhapsyou do' Well, tell us about it'
Nominations for theseawards should include a
summary statementof pertinent reasonsjustifying your
application/nominations of yourself or another alum.
All fonns should be receivedby the Alumni Office
by Marci, 17,1998.
TI1eawards will be presentedannually. Ead1award
may begranted to one recipientannually.
Alwnni Award recipientsareselectedby the
Awards Committee,which consistsof at leastfive membersof tl,e Associationappointed initially by the president and organizedso that new membersare appointed
eachyear.Commjttee membersservea maximum of five
years.Membershipof the Committee balancesproper
representationof the disciplinesof the University.TI,e
Committee has cl,eprivilege of consultationwith membersof cl1eAlumni Associationand of the faculty,but are
free to act independently.TI1eaction of cl1ecommittee is
final and binding upon cl1epresidentof tl1eAlumni Asso-

ALUMNIAWARDS
APPLICATION
/NOMI ATIO FORM
(Use additio,inlpage if spaceprovided here is i11suffine11t.)
For consideration to receive the
1998 Distinguished
Alumnus/a of the Year Award I submit,
Nominee's

Name:

Class Year:

Statement of the reason for consideration:

For consideration to receive the 1998 Alumni Service Award I submit,
Nominee's

Name:

Class Year:

Statement of the reason for consideration:

ciation.

The Distinguished Alumnus/a
of the Year Award
This award recognizesa graduate for significant longterm successin personaland professionalachievements,

who has made outstanding contributionsto his or her
professionand has rendereddistinguishedserviceto the
public welfare,thus honoring RogerWilliams University
and the Alumni Association.To qualify for tliis award, an

a1urnnusmust have graduated from the Universitywith
appropriatecertificatesor degreesin course.

The Alumni Service Award
This a,vard recognizesa graduate for outstanding service
to Roger\,\'illiams U11iversity.
His or her voluntary contnbutions,either directly or through activity in the Alwnni
Association,shall have beenover and beyond the nonnal
call of duty. To qualify for cl1isaward, an alumnus must
have graduatedfrom cl1eUniversity 1,1sth
appropriate
certificatesor degreesin course.

For consideration to receive the
1998 Young Alumni Achievement Award I submit,
Nominee's

Name:

Class Year:

Statement of the reason for consideration:

The Young Alumni Achievement Award
This award recognizesa recentgraduate for significant
short·term ad1ievements,who has made outstanding
contnbutions to his or her cl1osenprofessionand has rendered distinguishedserviceto the public welfare,thus
honoring RogerWtllian1sUniversity and the Alumni
Association.To qualify for cl1isaward, an alumnus must
have receivedan i11itialdegreefrom RWU ""cl,in the last
10years.

Awards CommitteeC/tairperson
Gordon (Chip) Craig '94

Signature:

Date:

Nomination forms must be camplelely filled aut. Nominations must be received
in the Office of Alumni Relations by March 17, 1998. Please send this formand
all supporting materials to: Roger Williams University, Alumni Office, One Old
Ferry R-d, Bristol, RI 02809-2921. Please fill aut both sides of this form, fold it
twice so the BusinessReply Mail address faces out, tape or staple it, and mail it.

Call for AlumniBoardNominations
ALUMNI
BOARD
NOMINATION
FORM
Dear Roger Williams University Graduate:

Why do you wantto serveon the Alumni Board?or Why do you want your
nomineeto serveon the Alumni Board?

(Use additionalpage if spaceprovidedhere is insufficient.)

CLASS NOTES,

The Nominating Committee requests nominations and applications for membership of the
Roger Williams University Alumni Association Board. All graduates of the University are
eligible to apply or submit nominations. The
Alumni Board meets quarterly on the Bristol
Campus. Members serve on committees and
work with the entire University communityalumni, students and parents-in planning
events and supporting the University.
This is your opportunity to get involved
with Roger Williams University! It involves
making a commitment to your alma mater,
one that I know you will find rewarding in
many ways. If you are interested in becoming
involved, simply fill out the nomination
form below and return it by March 17, 1998.
You may send in your own application, or
choose to nominate a fellow alumnus/ a. If
you nominate someone else, please inform
him/her of your plans to do so.
All applications will be reviewed by the
Nominations and Elections Committee, and a
ballot will be prepared and distributed for a
general election. The term of office is three
years commencing Alumni Weekend, June
1998.
Please give this call for nominations careful consideration. I look forward to hearing
from you.

SEND US YOUR

Check one:

D

Own application

D

Nominationfor another alumnus/a (If nominating another

TOO!

alumnus/a, please fist your address and telephone information
below.)

What do you feel you (or your nominee)canoffer the Alumni Association?

I wish to apply/nominate as a candidate for the position of:
D

President-elect

D

Secretary-Treasurer

D

Member-at-large

We've told you all the Roger Williams University
news. Now, we'd like to know about you. Take a
moment to fill out this "Class Notes" form.
Name _______________
Year of Graduation 19
Address _____________

Is this a new address?D

Nominee's Name: ______________

Class Year:

Address: ______________________

_

City/State/Zip: ___________________

_

Employer:______________________

_
_

BusinessAddress~:
____________________

_

City/State/Zip_:___________________

Pleasedescribebriefly in narrativestyleany officesheld or campusactivities
you (or your nominee)were involvedin while at RogerWilliamsUniversity.
Alsodescribeany current membershipsin civicand socialorganizations.
Resumesarealsowelcome.

_

yes

C no

Home Phone ____________

_

Work Phone ____________

_

Present job title and company

Here's my news for "Class Notes"

Job Title:_____________________

Telephone(Business)~:
----------~(Home):

_

_
___

_

Sincerely,
Dennis Revens '72
CJin;rmnn
Nomi11nti11g
and Elections Committee

Your Name:

Roger Williams University A/1111111i
Board

City/State/Zip_:_________________

----------------

ClassYear:

Address:
_

Employer:

-------------------------------------------------

Job Title:

BusinessAddressc.c.:
___________________

_
Signature_·--------------Date:

City/State/Zip: _________________
Telephone (Business_):
___________

_____

_

_
(Home):___

_

Nomination forms must be completely filled out. Nominations must be received in
the Office of Alumni Relations by March l 7, 1998. Please send this form and all
supporting materials to: Roger Williams University, Alumni Office, One Old Ferry
Road, Bristol, RI 02809-292 l . Please fill out both sides of this form, fold it twice so
the BusinessReply Mail address foces out, tape or staple it, and mail it.

Send "Class Notes" to: Jean Johnson, Alumni Office,
Roger Williams University, One Old Ferry Road,
Bristol, RI 02809-2921.

DiPrete is quick to point out that
Roger Williams University has been
using technology in its Main Library
since 1972 with a computer cataloging
system that allowed for the sharing of
records with libraries worldwide.
The door to technology opened
much wider in 1991.
"When we built the new library,
we left the card catalog behind," says
Dean DiPrete, "and we moved to a
complete on-line circulation and
information retrieval system. We also
installed 225 data carrels that allow
access to the Library's resources and
the World Wide Web, in addition to
the public access terminals throughout the building."
Gone are the days when students
had to thumb through page after page
of periodical indexes to find journal
articles, or walk in and out of book
stacks to see if the books they wanted
were available. Now students can
access more than 200 CD-ROMS and
numerous on-line resources to locate
listings of books and newspaper,
magazine and journal articles in addition to full-text versions of some print
sources available through the Internet.
With all residence halls connected to
the University computer network,
students can also consult the Library's
on-line catalog to determine whether
or not a book is available and make
requests for books from other Higher
Education Library Information
Network (HELIN) libraries without
even leaving their dorm room.
Resources Expanding
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"The HELJN consortium is one of the
greatest resources of our Library available to the University community," remarks Dean DiPrete. HELJN, which the
University joined in 1984, provides access through the University's Web page
to the library resources of five other
Rhode Island colleges and wliversities.
"Students can access materials
from these libraries on-line which are
then sent via a statewide delivery system. Books normally take only two
days to arrive," explains Dean DiPrete.
"With this consortium, we've
been able to expand our resources
cost-effectively and have provided
more service to library patrons."

Students have benefited the most
from the Library's technology. Communications major Chris Eng '98
cannot imagine writing a paper without the research tools now available.
"I would never want to go back to
doing research without the computer.
The internet and the Library's Web
page allows us to access to so many
sources in our Library and beyond so
mud1 quicker than ever before and at
any time, day or night," says Chris.
Dean DiPrete cautions, however,
that institutions need to be responsible
in teaching students that not all information available through the Web is
appropriate. A recent article in the
Chro11icle
of Higher Ed11catio11
explored
such issues, warning of students'
over-reliance on Web resources.
"Students are often overwhelmed
with the amount of resources, both
good and bad, that they receive after
doing an Internet query. At the
Library, we run special training
sessions that teach students how to

evaluate the information they find on
the Web and how to efficiently search
the Web for credible resources."
"An emphasis is also placed on
finding the best form of information
for the task, whid1 often means taking
the time to seek out non-technological
forms of resources. The balance
between print and technology is a
very important one that we strive to
achieve here," remarks Dean DiPrete.
Technology has certainly played
an important role in the Library's
recent past, and it will continue to
shape the way the Library serves the
members of the University community and the public. "Libraries have
to be one step ahead of technology.
We are constantly planning for the
h,ture, and now with tedrnology,
changes happen so much quicker
than ever before. It's an exciting time
for the field, and we are committed to
using technology to our best advantage," explains Dean Di Prete. ❖
ROGER WILLIAMS UNIVERSITY
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Spring Sports Schedule
1998 BASEBAU

HAWK WRESTLERS ARE SOARING!
By Dnve Ken1111y

"~

an's oldest sport"
has found a home
at Roger Williams
University, where
the Hawk wrestling team has
reached new heights over the
past three seasons.
The program, now in its seventh year of existence, has become
one of the most successful at the
24
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University, with some major
accomplishments in recent years.
As recently as December 28,
1997, the wrestling Hawks participated in the prestigious Citrus
Classic Wrestling Tournament in
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. The annual
tournament attracts some of the
finest Division III programs in the
country. The team's schedule also

now includes the Swarthmore College McCombe was the first Academic AllInvitational, with such entrants as Duke American in school history, earing that
University, Georgia Tech, Davidson CoUege honor in 1994-95 and 1995-96. He was a
three-time All-New England performer
and Haverford College.
and was the school's first New England
The 1996-97 Hawks had a banner
Champion when he captured the 142
year, in which they went 19-9, earning
their second Pilgrim League title in the pound title at the 1995 event.
The team shared the Pilgrim League
past three seasons, setting school records
for victories in a season (19) and best title with M.l.T. in 1994-95 and won the
title outright in 1996-97. Over the past
overall record (19-9). Four wrestlers
three seasons, the team has had 11
earned All-New England recognition,
giving the program 12 All-New England wrestlers earn All-League honors and
three earn League Scholarperformers over the past
Athlete Awards.
three seasons! They finThe 1996-97
The team's new-found
ished seventh in the New
Hawkshad a
success began after the 1993England championships,
94 season. The team earlier
their best finish ever!
banneryear, in
had suffered through some
Let's name a few of our
whichthey went
growing pains, posting a 5star performers:
19-9, earning
35 record in the first three
Keith Medeiros led the
their second
seasons. Struggling with a
team a year ago by capturPilgrimLeague
lack of numbers on the
ing the 134 pound New
title in the past
roster, the team had just
England Championship, bethree All-New England secoming the second wrestler
three seasons,
lections those first three
in school history to achieve
and setting
seasons.
That 1993-94season
that honor. He qualified to
schoolrecordsfor
was the low point in the
the NCAA Division III
victoriesin a
program's history, with a
National Championships,
seasonand
record of 0-13, finishing
where he posted a 1-2
best overall
the year with just four
record, losing both of his
record.
matches to eventual Allwrestlers.
Americans. Medeiros reUnder a new coach, the
turns this season looking to
team posted a 9-12 record
become the second All-American in and shared the League ti tie. ln their
second season, the program reached a
school history.
Kevin Neville also qualified to the No. 23 national ranking. The past three
years have seen a dramatic turnaround,
nationals a year ago, after finishing
second in the New England's at 167 with the team recording a 40-34 record.
pounds. In the past three seasons, the
This year's team is led by tri-captains
program has sent four wrestlers to the Medeiros, Pete Doucet and Jeff Palmer.
nationals, becoming the only team at the Doucet had an outstanding freshman
University to send athletes to an NCAA season a year ago and earned All-New
Division III national championship.
England honors at 142 pounds. Palmer
The first All-American in school was an All-League selection as a freshhistory in any sport was wrestler John man last year and is one of the hardest
LaScala, who earned those honors with working student athletes on the squad.
a sixth place finish at the 1995 National The team has wrestlers from each of the
Championships.
New England states as well as New
The program has also produced one York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and
of the finest student athletes ever to wear Nevada.•!•
the royal blue and white in 1996 archiDnve Ke111myis Assistant At/Jletic Director for
tecture graduate Spencer McCombe.
Ad1ninistrntio11 nnd Sports /11fon11ntion
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ANNUAL FUND
PHONATHONS 97-98

RainorSnow,Sleetor Shine...
Weather
is No ObstacleforTwoAlums

MeetingtheChallenge
of HelpingFuture
RWUStudents

By Leah Pabst

By John Klitzner
mes Horton '84 has never been
one to shy away from a challenge.
As an insurance and investment
broker for the past 10 years, he has
had to rely on his astute sales
bility in order to survive in this
competitive industry.
It was with that same sense of challenge that prompted James to oversee
Roger Williams University's own free
standing insurance agency, AEICO
(Academic Employees Insurance Company). As president of AEICO, James is
responsible for running one of the
nation's most unique insurance and
in vesh11ent companies.
"To the best of our knowledge,
AEICO is the only full-service insurance
agency in the country that gives 100 percent of its profits back to student sd1olarships," said James." At a time when the
cost for a college education has never
been greater, this is an opportunity for
Roger Williams employees, as well as
the public at-large, to have one of their
traditional spending items go to one of
the worthiest of causes."
Wholly owned by Roger Williams
University, AElCO contributes every
dollar above expenses toward the
RWU general scholarship fund. The
brainchild of Board of Trustees Chairman Ralph R. Papitto and President
Anthony J.Santoro, newly created
AE!CO offers property, life, casualty
and health insurance, as well as retirement programs.
Although the company is still in
its infancy stage, it could eventually
provide a tremendous financial boost
to future RWU students.
"Because this is a new venture,
we have no historical data on which
to base our estimates," he says. "We
do expect that, within three years,
AEICO will generate at least $500,000
to the scholarship fund annually."

J
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"What's

Insurance companies AEICO
represents include Chubb Insurance
Group, General Accident Insurance,
EMC Insurance Companies and
Progressive Insurance Company.

E11trepreneurial Seeds Sewn Early
James' business acumen and entrepreneurial spirit can be traced back to his
upbringing. He says one of the reasons
he decided to enroll at Roger Williams
was that "it allowed me to continue to
work at my father's horse business
back home in Rehoboth, Mass."
After earning his B.S.degree in
business administration, James returned
home to run the family business. But
two years later a new challenge body building - took him away from
his native New England.
"I began body building when I
was 15 because I was tired of being the
second smallest kid in my grade," he
recalls. After competing in some local
contests, James moved to San Diego,
Calif., to compete professionally.
Making the circuits of the
Southern California body building
scene, James was hit with a harsh
reality of the sport in the 1980s.
"I soon realized that it was impossible to compete in body building
unless I was willing to take steroids,
and I refused to do that," he says.

An old-standing offer to join a
neighbor's insurance agency back
home was still on the table, so James
decided to move back to New England
to begin a career selling insurance.
"What attracted me to insurance
and investment was that there's
no ceiling on your income. You can
earn as much as possible if you're a
good salesperson," says James.
"The downside, though, is that
there's no floor to what you make.
It's high risk."
After working three years for his
neighbor's agency, he went on his own,
selling for the Guardian Life lnsurance
Company. Then, in 1990, James incorporated the Horton Financial Group in
Seekonk, Mass., selling investment and
insurance products.
It was this depth of experience that
led Chairman Papitto and President
Santoro to select James as president of
AEICO.
"What's so compelling about
AEICO is that each policyholder
knows exactly where the profits of the
company are going, that is, to help
future RWU students," he says.
With James Horton '84 at the
helm, the financial outlook for AEICO
(as well as for future generations of
RWU students) should spell success.

the weather going to
be like?" That is a question. Nicole Mercier '96
and Zita Pereira '96 hear quite often.
"Oh, just look on the Web," they
reply.
Lazy meteorologists they are not.
As graphic technicians working for
Weather Services Corporation (WSC)
in Lexington, Mass., the two develop
on-line and print weather pages containing local, national and international
forecasts for clients worldwide, including USA Today,T/JeBostonGlobe,Lycos,
America On-Line and Bloomberg.
"In all the years I was interested
in graphic design, I never connected
graphic design with weather," says
Nicole, who, as a student-worker in
the University's Public Relations and
Publications office for four years,
assisted in the design of many University publications.
Nicole and Zita assumed that
their first jobs would be with advertising agencies, but they discovered
that WSC would allow them to utilize
their talents in an unlikely area.
"Although a lot of the work
involves updating information using
previously designed formats, we can
use our creativity when we design
original maps for new clients, and that
is always a lot of fun," explains Zita.
Another benefit of the job for the
alums is the amount of technical skill
they have gained. Much of the design
work they do is on-line, and the
finished products can be sent to
clients via File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
or e-mail and are often automatically

down-loaded onto a Web site. "When
we were students at RWU, the Intern.et was becoming popular, but we
didn't explore on-line design too
much in the courses we took. At this
job, we've been able to utilize much of
the computer design skills we learned
at RWU, but we've really been able to
fine-tune our technical abilities and
learn a lot more about advanced online skills," comments Nicole.
The two graphic design majors
landed their fast-paced, high tech
positions in March 1997. During Zita's
interview, she learned of a second
opening at WSC and recommended
Nicole, her good friend since high
school, for the job. As most graduates
find themselves going separate ways
after their college careers, Nicole and
Zita were delighted to be working
together at the same corporation.
"I think it's great we both work
here. It was also nice to be able to
help a fellow student and friend find
that first job, which can sometimes be
a tough experience in today's
demanding market," says Zita.
The two often work on different
shifts and find themselves very busy.
"We regularly work for as many
as 30 or 40 clients a day, and the turn
around time for materials is very short.
We really have to be quick and accurate
in our work, and that's where our online abilities, our design skills, and our
familiarity with design programs sum
as Deluxe Paint, Photoshop and Freehand help the most," explains Nicole.
Although Nicole and Zita can't
predict the weather, they can predict
that the skills they are developing at
WSC will help them tremendously in
their future as graphic designers.
"The technology changes so fast.
It really is a great time to be in
graphic design," says Nicole.
Nicole's and Zita's on-line work
can be viewed by visiting such sites
as Lycos.com, Boston.com, USAToday.com and Travelocity.com on
the lnternet, or using the keyword,
weather,with America On-Line. ❖

Duringthe months of Septemberthrough
December,20 Universitystudents placed
more than 4,CXJO
callsto alumniand parents askingfor their participationin the
1997/98 AnnualFund. "I enjoy talking
with the alumniand hearing what a student's lifewas likewhen they attended
RogerWilliams,"remarkeda student caller.
"It's also great to share what is happening
on campus today with the alumni."
The phonathons providealumni with
an excellentopportunity to become
"reconnected" to RogerWilliamsthrough
their conversationswith today's students.

We wish to thank everyone who
pledged an Annual Fund '98 gift to our
students. As you know, pledge fulfillment
is very important to the success of the
Annual Fund, and we encourage everyone to send their gift.
Thisspring,callswillbe made to the
alumniand parents we were not able to
reach. When you hear the words "good
evening,this is a RogerWilliamsUniversity
student calling,"please take the time to
speak with that student. Yourparticipation
in the AnnualFund '98, at any levelof
giving,willmake a difference'

"It wns great working nt the pltonat/1011s
and talking to the al111nni.
I nm pleased
that so many demonsh-atetheirpride i11
their altttatttnterby participatingi11the
Annual Fund."
-David Szerlag '85
Annual Fund National Chair

"As parentco-chairsof I/tisyear'sA11n11nl
Futtd,and parentsof bothn graduateattd
n currentstudent, we want to tltnnk
everyonewltotookthe time to speakwith
our students thisfall, n11d
for pledgingn
gift to the 1997/98A111111n/
Fund."
-Dominick and Geraldine Cisero
Parent Annual Fund Co-01airs

FOCUS

FOCUS

ON DEVELOPMENT

0:

How do you explain this
upward trend in foundation/
corporate support?
Ertel: The increase in financial sup-

Foundation/Corporate

Giving Hitting Stride

An interview with Christel Ertel, Dean for Institutional Development and
Margaret Church '79, Director of Foundation and Corporate Relations
By john Klitzner

0,

Why is it so important for Roger Williams
University to receive foundation/corporate support?

Church: Foundation and Corporate support plays a key
role in keeping down the cost of tuition for students. In
addition, these funds allow us to continue to maintain aca-

demic excellence in all of our programs. Butlding new facilities, such as the Center for Economic and Environmental Development (CEED), improving existing academic
programs such as Historic Preservation and engineering,
and fostering unique initiatives such as our minority mentoring program with Rogers High School known as "Bridge
to Success" would not be possible without external
support.

port to the University can be traced to
the dedicated work of the Board of
Trustees and President Santoro.
Than.ks to their commitment, several
major improvements have been put in
motion in recent years. This culminated with the University recently receiving full accreditation for the maximum length of time. That can be attributed to the improved quality of
our student body, the growth of our
academic programs, a stronger core
curriculum, a re-invigorated faculty,
and the new leadership of the deans
and administration.
Church: Roger Williams has become a
dynamic institution. We're doing
more things than ever before, and
that's created a solid standard of giving and positive feedback from potential donors. When potential funders
come to the Bristol campus or to our
Providence facility, they see new
buildings Uke CEED and its impact on

ON DEVELOPMENT

both undergraduate science education
and job training to support the local
economy, as well as an expanded continuing education program and new
professional training opportunities.
These are the kinds of things that
make donors say 'I want to be associated with Roger Williams University.'

alumni who donat to the University.
There is no doubt in my mind that
foundations and corporations look
upon this information favorably. Also,
the number of participants reflects the
commitment of our alums.

0:

Ertel: Alumni, parents, employee
and friends should take great pride
in the acquisition of these new funding sources to Roger Williams. We'll
continue to seek support from regional sources and attempt to attract
interest from national foundations.
The challenge is that each year, the
competition for funds increases. 1
am confident that we are developing
and delivering outstanding program
that make the University a leader in
undergraduate education.

What role do alumni
have in foundation/corporate
fundraising?
Ertel: Alumni support is critical as we
enter into discussions with foundations and corporations. One of the first
questions donors ask is, 'What percent
of alums participate in the Annual
Fund?' If they see weak alunrni support, then they'll be less likely to
choose Roger Williams for a grant or
donation. When we can show an impressive percentage of alumni giving,
we have a better chance of enlisting
gifts from organizations that are not
already supporting the University.

0:

What challenges lie ahead?

Church: Currently, we're keeping

Church: We are very gratified by the

pace with the national average of
foundation and corporate giving to
universities, and with all of these
recent developments, I believe that
both local and national support will

recent increases in the number of

continue to grow. ❖

Ertel: Another important aspect of foundation/ corporate
support for Roger Williams is the third-party affirmation it
affords. By earning the recognition and support of prestigious foundations and corporations, the University achieves
greater credibility and stronger name recognition.

0

Have you experienced any changes recently in
foundation/corporate support to Roger Williams
University?
Ertel: Yes, we've seen significant increases in support over

the last two years. More foundations than ever before
have given grants to the University. We've also had an expansion of the base of foundation support both on the local and national level.
Church: The University continues to have strong support

from area businesses and foundations. In addition, we
have been very pleased to welcome many new foundation
and corporate donors to our prestigious family of supporters. [Refer to list on page 29.] For a University of our size,
having this kind of support is a major achievement.
28
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NEWS

AlumniAssociation
TargetsUniversity
CollegeAlums
By Thomas M. Walker,Directorof Alum11iRelntio11s

O

n Thursday, November 20,
1997, the Roger Williams University Alumni Association
initiated new programming specifically for Continuing Education and
Open Program graduates. Nontraditional alumni requests and the
recent survey in the last edition of The
Bridge suggested new programming
be directed at these two groups,
which comprise 30 percent of our
alumni. The Alumni Association has
responded in a positive and informative n1anner.

The plan calls for semi-annual
programs focusing on topics of interest to a diverse group of alumni from
the greater Rhode Island area. The
format will be breakfast meebngs
(held in the Providence area) from
7:30-9 a.m. on a weekday morning.
A variety of topics, speakers and
locations will be selected by RWU
alumni. Each breakfast session will
cost approximately $10 per person.
The inihal program was held at
the Hope Club on the East Side, in
Providence (Benevolent Street). John
Stout, dean of University College,
addressed the enthusiastic group of
30 alumni and guests on the topic of
"University College: The Past, Present
and Future."
ln the past, many nontraditional
alumni did not feel as connected to
the University. This is now changing
as the Alumni Association begins to
offer a wide range of activities in
response to this concern. Finding
bme to stay involved is a big challenge in our lives today. As one alum
stated, "My loyalty is strong because
I believe l should give back to the
institution that gave me an opportunity to receive an outstanding education. The new breakfast meetings will
afford me that opportunity."
Future topics mentioned by
alumni in attendance at the first
meeting included interest in conducting workshops on preparing for life
changes that affect finances, the nuts
30
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and bolts of managing your money,
and the networking process, as well
as seminars on team building and
stress management. The University
also has a Speakers Bureau available
to discuss a wide range of topics.
The Alumni Association, in coordination with John Stout, welcomes
suggestions for future meetings in
regards to topics, speakers and location. Please call or write the Alumni
Office at (401) 254-3005 with your
thoughts and suggestions.

ALUMNI

ROGER
WILLIAMS
ALUMNI

ASSOCIATION

NEWS

AlumniChaptersSpreadAcrossTheCountry
By Thomas M. Walker,Directorof Alumni Relations

The growing interest of Roger
Williams University alwnni in
supporting the
University is evidenced by the
numbers attending chapter events
as well as the record number which attended Alwnni
Weekend '97 (see chart). Because of increased interest, the Alumni Association has added four new alumni
chapters for 1997-98.The Denver, Colo.,
chapter was inaugurated in September
followed by the Seattle, Wash., chapter
in November. This spring new chapters
will open in Charlotte, N.C., and Orlando, Fla., bringing the total number of
alwnni chapters to 22 throughout the
United States (see map below for locations). The Rhode [s\and Chapter Holiday Party in December at the Aldrich
Mansion was the single largest chapter
event in Roger Williams University
Alwnni Association history, with nearly 200 alwnni and guests attending.
The kickoff event at the Rainbow Room
in September for N.Y./N.J. and Fairfield Cow1ty Chapters was attended by
over 100 alwnni and guests, making

this the largest ever for New York City.
The Alumni Association has also added
a new quarterly breakfast series specifically for Conti.nui11gEducation and
Open Program graduates (see article on
page30).
Special thanks go to President
Anthony J. Santoro and Dean for [nstitutional Development, Christel
Ertel, for attending most chapter
events and for sharing the advances
of the University with our alumni.
The Alumni Association plans to continue to offer chapter events in high
profile locations and cities.
The results of the survey from the
Summer 1997 Bridgehas proved valuable in planning future chapter events.
Networking and social events continue
to be a high priority for Roger Williams
University Alwnni. We thank the large
nwnber of alurnni who took the time to
respond and voice their opinions.
Perhaps the strongest message we
received was that alumni would like to
see more news from their classmates.
In response to these requests, we have
doubled the number of alumni focus
articles as well as added pages to the
class notes section, the most popular
among alumni. This expanded format
will be a permanent addition in future
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issues of The Bridge.News of sports
and sports schedules was also high on
the list of articles alumni would like
included in The Bridge.We responded.
Please plan to join other alumnj at
the next chapter event in your area.
(See dates on page 36.) Also, mark
your calendar for June 12-14, Alumni
Weekend '98. This promises to be the
hjghJight of the year. Call your classmates today to plan your weekend.
RWU ALUMNICHAPTERS
Boston, Mass.
California - San Diego
California - San Francisco
California - Los Angeles
Cape Cod, Mass.
Charlotte, N.C.
Chicago, 111.
Denver, Colo.
Georgia - Atlanta
Fairfield County. Conn.
Florida - Miami
Hartford, Conn.
Maine - Portland
Northern New England
New York/New Jersey
Orlando, Fla.
Philadelphia, Pa.
• Rhode Island
Seattle, Wash.
Springfield, Mass.
Upstate New York
Washington, D.C.
= New Chapter 1997-98

ALUMNI SPIRITFARAND WIDE
New York/New Jersey &
Fairfield Co1111tt;
Chapters
Friday, September 19 (photos 1, 2, 3, 4)

The kickoff event for the 1997-98
season was a memorable one,
as more than 100 alumni and
guests filled the Rainbow Room's
legendary Art Deco club on the
65th floor at Rockefeller Plaza
in New York City. President
Anthony J.Santoro addressed
the group, while RWU Alumni
Association President Paul Petit
'73 and his wife, Joan, provided
updates on the latest alumni
happenings. Guests enjoyed cocktails, hors d'oeuvres and carving
stations at this unforgettable
night in the Big Apple.

Denver Chapter
Sn/ 11rdny, September 20
(photos 5, 6, 7)

The inaugural event for the
Denver Chapter took place at
one of the city's most treasured
sites - the Brown Palace, a
century-old national historic
landmark that has played host
to presidents, kings and queens.
Cocktails and dinner were on
the menu as President Santoro
addressed the group of 18
alumni and guests. On hand
was Bob Wylie '73, assistant
coach for the Cincinnati Bengals,
who stopped by while in town
for the Denver Broncos game
that Sunday.

Hartford Chapter
Friday, October 3 (photos 8, 9, 10)
Oose to 20 area alums gathered at the
Country Oub in Farmington, Conn. for
cocktails, dinner and plenty of reminiscing. On hand were Tom Walker,
Director of Alumni Relations and
Candace Maguire, Director of Annual
Fund, to bring alumni up to date on
recent developments on campus.

Washington, D.C. Chapter
Friday, October 24
(photos 11, 12, 13, 14)
Washington, D.C. area alums and

guests took a stroll back to the 18th
century at the latest alumni gathering
at the historic Gadsby's Tavern in Old
Town, Alexandria, Va. The evening
began with an update from Dean of
Institutional Development Christel
Ertel, and was followed by cocktails
and an exquisitely prepared dinner.
Throughout the evening, guests were
entertained by 18th century gentleman John Douglas Hali, whose spiffy
attire and witty anecdotes perfectly
captured a time gone by. Gadsby's
Tavern was the setting for brilliant
baJJs for society in the 1700's, and
played host to several receptions for
U.S. presidents, including George
Washington.

Seattle Chapter
Wed11esdny,Nove111ber
12
(photos 15,16, 17)
The inaugural event for our
Seattle area alumni took place
at what has been referred to as
"one of the world's top 10 steak
houses," the Metropolitan Grill.
Some 20 alumni and guests chatted and caught up on old times
between cocktails and an unforgettable dinner. Updating attendees on the latest University
happenings were Dean for Institutional Development Christel Ertel
and Dean of the School of Architecture, Stephen White.

California Chapter

Fridny, November 14
(photos 18, 19, 20)
President Santoro was on hand to
welcome alumni and guests to
the historic Hotel del Coronado
- The Cottage, built in 1888 as
the largest electrically lit building
outside New York City (at the
time). President Santoro spoke to
the nearly 20 attendees, who
enjoyed cocktails and an elegant
dinner. Guests marveled at the
grandeur of "The Del," which
was the site of many Hollywood
movies, including the Marilyn
Monroe classic So111e
Like It Hot.

Rhode Island Chapter

Holiday Party
Thursday, December 11
(photos 21, 22, 23, 24, 25)
A terrific time was enjoyed by all
at our largest chapter event ever
- nearly 200 alumni and guests
attended this year's festive occasion. The event was held at the
exquisite Aldrich Manor, a 70room French Chateau overlooking Narragansett Bay. Guests
reminisced over cocktails and
hors d'oeuvres in the same site
where filming of the movie Meet
Joe Black, starring Brad Pitt and
Anthony Hopkins, recently took
place. Special thanks to Lincoln
Pratt, trustee of RWU, for providing entertainment on the grand
piano.

Boston Chapter

Holiday Party
Friday, December 12
(photos 26, 27, 28, 29)
President Santoro and his wife,
Pauline, welcomed more than 60
guests for a gala holiday party at
the venerable Boston Park Plaza
Hotel. Old friends and new enjoyed cocktails and hors d'oeuvres
in the hotel's elegant Fox &
Hounds Room. Opened in 1927
by renowned hotelier E.M. Statler,
the Boston Park Plaza Hotel
continues to attract heads of state,
celebrities and world travelers.

Class

ST.PATRIOl{'S
DAY
REUNION
Friday, March 13, 1998
Newport, Rhode Island
This is one of our most popular,well-attendedalumni gatherings that you won't want to miss! And that's no blarney!
Celebrate like the Irish on Friday evening with other
alumni at our St. Patrick's Day Kickoff Reception
at the popular Red Parrot Restaurant, 348 Thames
Street. At this favorite gathering, alumni enjoy complimentary hors d'oeuvres, music and refreshments, beginning at 8 p.m. Try your luck at a free raffle to win an
RWU monogrammed Champion sweatshirt, golf shirt, or
St. Patrick's Day T-shirt. Drawing at 10 p.m.

149A.S.,
Edward A. Prebeglec,
174John
DeAlmo, B.S.,
Engineering Techaccounting, of CranROGER
WILLIAMS
ALUMNI

--<~,-..--1---

On Saturday, alumni meet for the spectacular annual
St. Patrick's Day Parade beginning at 11 a.m. For
details or information on hotel accommodations,
call
the Alumni Office at 1-800-458-7144 or (401) 254-3005.

Save the Date
Charlotte, N.C. Chapter
Friday, February 20, 1998

Morrocroft's
Charlotte,North Carolina
Atlanta, Ga., Chapter
Saturday, February 21, 1998

Morton's of Chicago
Atlanta, Georgia
Rhode Island Chapter
Friday, March 13, 1998

St. Patrick'sDay
The Red Parrot
Newport, RhodeIsland
Orlando, Fla. Chapter
Friday, March 27, 1998

PeabodyOrlando
Orlando,Florida

Mark your calendars now for June 12-14, 1998!
All class years welcome!
Join your fellow alums for a fun-filled weekend packed with activities
to recapture the exhilaration of your college years. Call your classmates
and plan to meet on campus for delightful alumni events with plenty of
free time to enjoy area tourist sights as well as reminisce with friends.
Classes of '73, '78, '83, '88, and '93 will meet for reunions!

June 12: The fun begins with registration Friday evening. A welcome reception and barbecue
gives you a relaxing, informal chance to socialize with friends and former classmates.
June 13: Registration continues in the morning, and a hearty alumni breakfast starts your day.
Take in a walking tour of campus and see the new Center for Economic and Environmental
Development and the residence halls at Bayside Courts, where over-night guests will be staying. You may also tour historic Newport with its mansions and beautiful beaches. The high
point of the weekend is the ever-popular Alumni Dinner-Dance and Awards Presentation, held
this year at the historic Hotel Viking, perfectly situated in the heart of Newport on fashionable
BellevueAvenue. Built by the wealthy mansion owners of Newport in 1926,the elegant hotel is
just a short walk to the waterfront and Thames Street. Don't worry about finding a babysittera mini-kids camp is at your disposal Saturday night for children 6-12years old.

June 14: A relaxing summer Sunday brings chartered sailing, sandy beaches, shopping
at Newport's many boutiques, or catching up with former classmates to finish off a
perfect weekend of fond memories. An early breakfast is available for guests who need
a head start home.

Don't miss Alumni Weekend'98! For more information, call

Florida Chapter
Saturday, March 28, 1998

nology, reports from Jupiter, Fla.,
that "retirement is cool - golfing
is great - and all else is a pleasure
down here in Florida." Would
like to hear from other' 49ers.
Thomas Hall, B.A.,
humanities, of Warren,
R.l., recently resigned his longtime position as President of the
Ocean State Fishermen's
Association and now devotes
his full time to the fish market
and deli he and his wife own.
,.,Marc H. Rosenberg, B.A.,
psychology, of Orlando, Fla.,
was recently honored by the
RWU Alumni Association. He
received the Alumni Service
Award for contributions through
the alumni association and
volunteer activities. He works
for the Orthopaedic Clinic in
Orlando where he plans to help
establish an alumni chapter.
'70

Peter V. Alviti, B.S.,
business administration, of Cranston, R.I., public
works director in Cranston, R.I.,
was recently honored with a
special citizens award. He was
a key player in putting together
a $77 million deal with Triton
Ocean State LLC, which will
privatize the municipal
wastewater treatment plant.
'72

Marriott HarborBeach
Ft. Lauderdale,Florida
Maine Chapter
Friday, April 3, 1998

StageNeck Inn
York Harbor,Maine
Springfield, Mass. Chapter
Friday, April 17, 1998

DelaneyHouse
Holyoke,Massachusetts
Philadelphia, Pa. Chapter
Saturday, May 2, 1998

City Tavern
Philadelphia,Pennsylvania
Rhode Island Chapter
Friday-Sunday, June 12-14, 1998

Alumni Weekend
Bristolcampusand Hotel Viking,
Newport,RhodeIsland
For more information about these
events call 1-800-458-7144.

Mark Your Calendar
25th Reunion-June 12-14, 1998
Michael L. Durand, B.A.,
humanities, of Kaiserslautern,
Germany, is a Lieutenant
Colonel in the Army branch of
the Special Forces where he is
assigned to the 21st TAACOM
with duty as the Assistant Chiefof-Staff for Civil-Military
Operations. During his 22 years
of military service, LTC Durand
has had the opportunity to train
and operate in over 40 countries,
including Haiti and Bosnia.
••· Gloria A. Grzebien, B.A.,
psychology, of Pawtucket, R.I.,
recently ran for a council seat in
the Third Ward of Pawtucket,
R.I. She works as a program
assistant for People Actively
Reaching Independence (PARI).

ston, R.I., was recently honored
by the RWU Alumni Association. He received the Distinguished Alumnus of the Year
Award in recognition of career,
community service and University support. He is vice
president of store operations of
CVS Corporation.
,., Richard R. Frappier, B.S.,
industrial technology, of Manville, R.I., has been promoted to
vice president of industrial
automation products of Action
Automation & Controls, Inc. in
North Attleboro, Mass.

175certificate,
Bernard Frezza,
paralegal, of
Johnston, R.l., works for Rhode
Island Secretary of State James
R. Langevin as public information specialist.
,., David A. Silvia, B.S.,EE
Technology, of North Dighton,
Mass., is self-employed as an
insurance broker specializing
in insurance planning and
financial services and voluntary employee benefits.

Notes
years working for Eastern
Utilities, parent company of
Blackstone Valley Electric,
before retiring in 1995.
,., Elizabeth Kingdom, B.S.,
social and health services, of
Philadelphia, Penn., an administrator with Westminster
Evangelical Home, lnc. and
received an advanced certificate
in Gerontology from Lincoln
University in August, 1996.
'80
Harry J. MacDonald,
B.S.,social science, of
Cumberland, R.I., a 24-year
veteran of the Rhode Island State
Police, has been appointed unanimously by selectmen of Spencer,
Mass. as the new chief of poUce.
,., John N. Snyder, B.S.,
accounting, of Foxboro, Mass.,

was recently named men's ice
hockey assistant coach at Roger
Williams University.
,., Vernon H. Stafford, B.S.,
accounting, of Mitchellville,
Md., was recently appointed
Director for Bank Supervision
Policy Development at the
Comptroller of the Currency
(see page 39, Alumni Focus).
'81
Fatimeh A. Behbehani,
B.S.,administration of
justice, of Portland, Ore., is a
civil engineer Ill for E RO, /
Portland General Electric.
,., Larry Bolnick, B.S.,marine
biology, of Highlands Ranch,
Colo., is a manager, Information Systems, for Jeppesen
Sanderson, Inc.

'76
John A. Kingston,
B.Arch.,of Exeter, R.l.,
was recently promoted to the
rank of lieutenant in the police
department in North Kingstown,
R.I. He will serve as patrol
commander of the uniform
patrol division. During his
tenure of 19 years in the North
Kingstown Police Department,
he's earned four commendations
for outstanding police service.

177

Robert Weinheimer,
B.S.,marine biology, of
Danbury, Conn., has retired
from a career in the United
States Navy and is a freshman
earth science teacher in
Torrington, Conn.

Erica Proto '93, B.S., English,
has been on the move since
graduating from RWU less
than five years ago. She is
senior publicist for NBC, in
New York, N.Y. "I always
wanted to work in TV public
relations," says Erica, adding
that her determination motivated her to go for her

master's in mass communica-

Mark Your Calendar
20th Reunion-June 12-14, 1998
Francis P. Crawley, B.S.,business administration, of
Pawtucket, R.I., was chairman
of Pawtucket's mayor-elect' s
transition team. He spent 35

tion at Fordham University. "I
was anxious to get on with my
career. I went to school three
nights a week and earned my
degree in a year and a half,
while working full-time for a
Wall Street PR firm." She
interned with Geraldo Rivera,
which developed into a full-

time position at CNBC for
almost two years. That evolved
into publicity with Brian
Williams and Don Imus, and
eventually her present duties as
senior publicist for Katie
Courie, Matt Lauer, Al Rocher,
Ann Curry and Jeff Zucher.
"It's a 12-hour day, from 7
a.m. to 7 p.m. The work is
incredible. Each person
requires different press. I don't
get bored." Erica has some
words of wisdom for future
publicists: be organized, priori·
tize, and delegate. She added
that one must have a life
beyond the office. "I work out
at the gym. And enjoy going
out in NYC with my friends."

the Alumni Office at 1-800-458-7144 or (401) 254-3005.
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,., Craig Case, B.S., marine biology, of Dubuque, Iowa, recently
promoted to senior product
manager at Barnstead/Thermolyne is also responsible for
marketing of the newly formed
dental products group. He is
currently working on an MBA
at the University of Dubuque.
,., Charles Dobbins, A.S.,
business administration, of

Raleigh, N.C., reports that he
started a specialty design
construction company in the
Raleigh-Durham market in
1996, focusing mainly in
commercial applications. He
also toured the summer of 1997
as a member of the world
famous "King and his Court"
fast pitch softball team, featuring Eddie Feigner. He is
married to Lisa (Viscolosi)
Dobbins, '80, B.A., psychology. She is a real estate agent
in the Raleigh-Durham market.
,., John N. Snyder, B.S.,
accounting, of Foxboro, Mass.,
was named Men's Hockey
Assistant at Roger Williams
University.

works for CIBER as a programmer analyst.
,.. Elizabeth Stevens, B.A.,
career writing, of Coventry,
R.I., owns Stevens Oriental
Rugs in East Greenwich, R.I.,
with her husband. She has also
started two consulting businesses, Consulting Services for
Business Systems Analysis and
Computer Training, and EAS
Consulting for Customer
Service and Motivational
Training. She has marketed
courses that will be included in
the Fall and Spring semester
listing at Bryant College's
Center for Management
Development.
~a- Akram Tamimi, 8.5., civil
engineering technology, of
Hebron, West Bank, Israel,
teaches irrigation engineering
at Hebron University. He was
recently promoted vice president for planning and development at the university.

'82 James
G. Jaworski,
B.S.,business adminis-

,., David White, B.A., psychology, of Danbury, Conn., works
for Vacuum & Sew Center as
owner/ manager. Two years
ago he opened a janitorial
supply store in connection
with Vacuum & Sew Center.

tration, of Boca Raton, Fla., a
district manager for Dun &
Bradstreet has 12 years service
with them.

'84 William
F. McKeon,
B.S., administration of
justice, of Spring, Tex., is a vice
president for American
Oncology Resources.

Providence, R.I., is currently
the State Engineer in charge of
the Bear Swamp Bridge
Project, in Coventry, R.I. With
RIDOT for 12 years, he has
managed several road and
bridge projects.

from Northeastern University
in 1991.
••· William D. Sprague, B.S.,
business administration, of
Milford, N.H., was promoted
to Director of Performance
Consulting, Dun & Bradstreet
Corp., Westborough, Mass.

'86 Fine
Elizabeth Carlson, B.
Arts, creative writ'87 Renee
Edelman, B.S.,
marketing, of Denver,
ing, of Kern,ebunkport, Maine,
is an adult education English
teacher in Kennebunkport.
,., Patrick J. Delany, B.S.,
construction management, of
Collinsville, Conn., is
employed by Gilbane Building
Company as senior purchasing agent.
,., Steven B. Fage, B.S., administration of justice, of Coventry,
R.I., was promoted to captain
in the North Kingstown, R.I.
police department, where he
has been for 18 years. He is
also a graduate of the FBI
National Academy in
Quantico, Va.
,., Norma Koppe, B.A.,
psychology, of Providence,
R.I., is an employment specialist for Travelers Aid Society.
,., John D. Rogers, B.S.,
marketing, of ewburyport,
Mass., has joined AB AMRO
North America, Inc. as vice
president and relationship
manager for the bank's Boston
branch. He earned an M.B.A.

Colo., banquet manager for
Doubletree Hotel Denver, has a
master's degree from Cornell
Hotel School.
,., Keith Johnson, B.A., of
Providence, R.I., performs
educational programs in
elementary schools. His business
"Keith Johnson Educational &
Family Programs" which he and
his wife, Mary, own, was
featured in the September 1997
issue of Pnre11ts'Magazine. He is
the author of three books.

Mark Your Calendar
l0t/1 Reu11io11-/1111e
12-14, 1998

Craig Rollins, B.A., psychology,
of Aliso Viejo, Calif., is marketing manager with Genex
Services.

1

Mark Your Calendar
lSt/1 Re1111io11-/1111e
12-14, 1998

,., Victoria Bailey, B.S.,accounting, of Bronx, N.Y., is fiscal officer for NYC-DOT-BRIDGES.
,._Joyce M. Davis, B.A., career
writing, of West Hartford,
Conn., has been named president of the orth American
Development Croup, a marketing firm. She also owns Premier
Window and Building in West
Hartford, Conn., and is enrolled
as a full-time grad student at
Central Conn. State University.
,., Barbara Listenik, A.A., liberal
arts, of Brooklyn, N.Y., now
works in New York City in the
Trump Tower for Tower
Records. She is designing new
release promotional advertising.
,a. Jonathan B. Marquardt, B.S.,
mechanical engineering tech,
of Temple Terrace, Fla., now
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ness administration, of Fort

Lee, N.J., is an assistant vice
president at Smith Barney, Inc.
,., Douglas H. Jones, B.S.,
mathematics and computer
science, of Chesapeake, Va., is
an electronic systems analyst
for the National Weather
Service. He is in charge of
system maintenance of the
Doppler radar, station
computers and networks in
Wakefield, Virginia.
,., Roland 0. Omisore, B.S.,
civil engineering tech., of

Georgianna (Barbosa) Lee '74,
B.A. psychology, and husband,
Gary, have converted a casual
hobby into a
thriving business.
They may call
themselves "personal recipe consultants," but
their Old West
Homebrew Supply Company is
more than a Yellow Pages listing.
They provide the
local market (Air
Force Academy, NORAD Space
Command, Peterson Air Force
Base and Fort Carson) with
everything to make beer at
home. They've recently
opened a small cigar store,
complete with comfortable
chairs, books for browsing, and

of Stony Creek, Conn., works for
Duo Dickinson, Architects as
design department president.
,., Steven W. Cote, B.S., architecture, of Clarksburg, Mass., is
vying for a selectmen's seat in
Clarksburg. He is the town's
zoning enforcement officer and
is employed by Unistress in
Pittsfield.
,., Timothy B. Lauder, B.S.,
computer information, of
Charlotte, N .C., works for
Major Financial Institution
with the title of senior systems
project engineer.
,., Eric G. Powell, B.S., civil
engineering technology, of
Hackettstown, N.J., is an assistant town engineer for the
township of Sparta. He
recently received his New
Jersey Professional Engineer's
license.

'85 Michael

H. Clinton,
B.S. business administration, of Glastonbury, Conn.,
was a GOP incumbent running
for a seat on the Zoning Board of
Appeals. He received his J.D.
degree from the University of
Bridgeport and practices law in
Glastonbury.
,., Rick Daubenspeck, B.S.,marketing, of Franklin, Mass., is a
senior consultant for American
Appraisal Associates in Boston.
,., Michael R. Issac, B.S., busi-

'89 Michael
F. Atrens, B.A.,
historical preservation,

a smoking parlor. "Beer and
cigars complement each
other," Georgianna says. The
business evolved
from a hobby in
Massachusetts
several years
ago, when
Georgianna was
a buyer for
NewtonWellesley Hospital, and Gary
·• was with Digital.
When home
brewing became
legal in 1980, they began
hobbying and learning what
was needed to brew at home.
Digital transferred the Lees to
Colorado. In 1990 they started
the business. The rest is an
entrepreneur's fantasy come
true.

,., Jason J. Reardon, B.S.,business administration, of Newport,
R.I., is vice president/human
resources in the family-owned
business, The Reardon Companies, in Attleboro, Mass.
,.. Paul Williams, B.A., historic
preservation, of Washington,
D.C., started a new company in
the summer of '96 called Kelsey

& Associates that specializes in
house and building history in
the nation's capital for individual homeowners.

'89

David R. Lynn, B.S.,
business administration, of Guilford, Conn., is a
financial planner with Sikorsky
Aircraft United Technologies
Corporation.

'90

David F. Bissonnette,
B.S.,administration of
justice, of Bristol, R.l., is an
assistant harbor master in
Bristol, R.I.
,., Sharan L. (Washer) Curley,
B.S., business administration,
of Hollywood, Fla., is a technical service administrator for
AT&T Corp.
,., Wendy L. Prazak Dutton,
B.S., marketing, of Tiverton,
R.I., owns and operates with
her mother Courtyards, in the
Mill Pond Shops on Main Road
in Tiverton. This is a shop
specializing in garden ornaments, furnishings, fine craft
and "other eccentricities."
,., Deborah A. Kennedy, B.S.,
accounting, of Warren, R.I.,
received a J.D. degree from
Roger Williams University
Ralph R. Papitto School of Law
May, 1997. On the Roger

Williams University Alumni
Board of Directors, she is
currently a business management officer with the State of
Rhode Island Department of
Health, Providence.
,., Jean Paul LaTour, B.S., business management, of Ind., has
been named district manager
of the Indianapolis, Ind., office
of McBee Systems, Inc. He was
one of McBee's Top 10 freshmen producers in 1985 and
was among the company's top
20 producers in 1996 and 1997.
,., Kevin Rothschild-Shea,
B.Arch., of East Longmeadow,
Mass., is an architect with
Carlson & Schmitt Architects.

'91 Kevin
P. Grant, B.S.,
administration of
justice, of East Providence, R.l.,
reports that for the last 10 years
he has been a detective in the
Cranston Police Department,
for the last year in the auto
theft division.
,., Robert J. LaRoche, B.S.,
administration of justice, of
Narragansett, R.I., has been the
owner of Northeastern
Investigation Agency since
1993. He employs five people,
one of whom is Desiree C.
Blessing, '97, B.S. administration of justice.
,., Alfred Levitt, B.F.A.,
creative writing, is an attorney

with O'Melveny & Myers in
New York, N.Y.
,.. Timothy C. Magill, A.S.,
administration of justice, of
North Providence, R.I., is a
police officer with the North
Providence Police Department

Vernon H. Stafford, Jr. '80 says
he "found his niche" as an
intern back in his college days.
"I was fortunate to have an
opportunity as a student co-op
under Fran Katzanekto intern
with the Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency.
"When I first came to
Washington I thought I'd stay
five years, but multiple career

~
opportunities kept opening up,
so I stayed." Today, nearly 18
years later, he is director for
Core Policy Development for
the Comptroller of the
Currency in Washington, D.C.
"Our job is to examine, monitor and regulate the commercial banking system." The
organization is part of the U.S.
Treasury Department.
A native of Queens, N.Y.,

in the Prosecution Division.

Vernon concentrated on
accounting courses at Bayside
High School there. That's
where he first heard good
things about the accounting
program at Roger Williams
(then) College. "I wasn't disappointed when I got to college
and was fortunate to be able to
enhance my accounting skills
there." Vernon and his wife,
Barbara, have a son, Vernon Ill,
and daughter, Danielle.

,., Peter J. McGuinness, B.S.,
business administration, of
New York, N.Y., was recently
promoted to vice president
account supervisor at McCann
Erickson, ew York, N.Y.
,., Denis R. Roux, B.S.,
computer information, of New
York, N.Y., has worked for
Goldman Sachs & Company as
a senior computer program

analyst in New York City for
12 years, and has accepted a
position in their London office
as project leader.
,., Mary G. Sause, B.S.,
business administration, of
Costa Mesa, Calif., is an
application system analyst for
Jesco Technical Services in
Costa Mesa.

'92 Charles
Douglas
Brown, B.S., business
administration, has joined the
Eastern Bank & Trust Company
in Malden, Mass. as assistant
vice president.
,., Christine N. Brown, B.A.,
psychology, of Westwood, N.J,
was recently honored by the
RWU Alumni Association. She
received the Young Al11m11i
Achieveme11tAward for demonstrating outstanding earlycareer achievement. She is a
member of Smith Barney, Inc.
,., Matthew J.Carroll, B.A.,
history, of ewport Beach,
Calif., is a captain in the USMC.
He recently completed
weapons and tactics instructor's school for all military
services as the Marine Corps
representative in aviation.

,._Joseph P. Hart, B.S., administration of justice, of North
Kingstown, R.l., graduated
from Salve Regina, class of '97,
with a M.S. in administration
of justice.
,.. Charles W. Hogan, B.S.,
business administration, of
Warren, .J., graduated from
Rutgers University with an
MBA in computers and information systems. He works for
the Medical Center of
Delaware as a systems analyst.
,., August J. Kreuzkamp, B.S.,
engineering, of Fairfield,
Conn., received his master of
engineering degree in coastal
engineering from the
University of Florida in
August. He is employed by
Ocean & Coastal Consultants
as a coastal engineer.

,., Joseph Henry Mailloux B.S.,
paralegal studies, of Warwick,
R.I., received a Juris Doctor
degree from New England
School of Law in May, 1997.
,., Nancy L. Medeiros, B.S.,
business administration, of
Westport, Mass., has been
promoted to the position of
assistant director of grants and
research at Salve Regina
University. She joined the staff
at Salve Regina University in
1995 as a research and grant
assistant.
••· Edward N. Preusser, B.A.,
communications, of Garrison,
N.Y., is a project manager with
Regele Builders in ew York
City, specializing in high-end
residential and commercial
construction.
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,.. Candy (Salazar) Reilly, B.A.,
psychology, of Cumberland,
R.l., is head of the Spanish
department at Tri-County
Regional High School.
,., Frank Worms, B. Arch., of
Mound, Minn., works for Paul
Pink Architecture with the title
of designer.

,._ Kristen (Sutcliff) Zanders,
B.A., communications, of
Caldwell, N.J., is a communications manager for the Kwasha
Lipton Group.
,., Ronald Zanders, B.S., business administration, of
Caldwell, N.J., is a technical
support manager for Bell
Atlantic Mobile. Ronald is
married to Kristen Sutcliff
Zanders, B.A. communications.

'94
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Justin Besterman, B.S.,business
administration, of Zurich,
Switzerland, works for Credit
Suisse Private Banking as an
emerging markets officer.
,a. Gregory M. Casey, 8.A.,
political science, of Needham,
Mass., is a director of Constituent and Community Services for
the Massachusetts Department
of Public Health in Boston.
>•·Jill A. Gover, B.A., English,
of Newtown, Conn., has been
promoted to general manager
of the Operations and
Reservations center for Connex
International facility in
Danbury, Conn.
,., Lila S. Farrell, 8.5., administration of justice, of East
Greenwich, R.l., has been
chosen to be the chief of the
Rhode Island Parole Board by
Gov. Almond. Lila also has a

Stephen Ackels, B.A.,
commurucations, of
San Diego, Calif., is an account
executive with CableTime. He
sells, writes, and directs TV
com.mercials.

,._Gordon "Chip" Craig, B.A.,
communications, of Warren,

R.I, now works for Cookson
America, Inc.
,._ Gregory L. Grunwald, B.A.,
history, of Assonet, Mass., is a
1st Lt. in the Marines. He
recently returned to Twenty
Nine Palms, Calif., after a sixmonth deployment to
Okinawa, Japan, with Alpha
Company, 3rd Light Armored

master of science degree in

administration of justice from
Salve Regina University.
,., Kiersten (Hoffman)
Marquart, 8.5., is a water quality
specialist with the Department
of Environmental Protection.
,., Mark R. LePage, B. Arch., of
Chappaqua, N.Y., has been at
KG&D Architects, Mt. Kisco,
N.Y. since Feb., 1996. Mark
was married to Annmarie
McCarthy July 13, 1996.
,., Peter A. Mesich, B.A.,
philosophy, of South Royalton,
Vt., received a master's degree
at George Washington
University in philosophy and
social policy. He is is currently
concentrating on a master's of
environmental law degree at
Vermont Law School.
,., Darrell J.Molloy, B.S., engineering, of Bristol, R.l., has
joined D. L. Thurrott, Inc., of
INSCO Group, as a customer
service representative.
40
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Reconnaissance Battalion.

While on deployment, he
participated in numerous training exercises.
,., Christine C. Medeiros, B.S.,
paralegal studies, of Philadelphia, Penn., is attending
Temple University School of
Law. She was the recipient of
the annual Temple University
Law Merit Scholarship.
>•·Maryellen Parella, B.S.,
administration of justice, of
East Providence, R.1.,graduated from the Rhode Island
Police Academy in Dec., 1996
and is currently a police officer
in Warwick, R.I.

,., John G. Richardson, B.A.,
political science, of Washington,
D.C., has a position in freshman Rep. John Sununu's (N.H.)
office in Washington. He will
work on Small Business
Committee matters.
,._Christine Sullivan, B.A.,
psychology, of Tolland, Conn.,
presently works for the state of
Connecticut for the Department
of Children and Families as a
children services worker in
East Windsor, Conn.
,.,Paulo C. Vicente, B.Arch., of
Fairfield, Conn., is associated
with Austin Patterson Associates Architects in Southport,
Conn. He has been chosen by a
committee of seven professionals and neighborhood representatives to design a new
gateway for the historical 18th
century of the Butler-McCook
Homestead in Hartford, Conn.

'96 Lauren R. Alterman,

8.A., communications,
of Trumbull, Conn., is an
account executive with
O'Halloran Advertising, Inc.
,., Brenda L. Darby, B.S.,
accounting, of Bristol, R.I., has
been promoted to senior
accountant at Rooney, Plotkin
& Willey, LLP, in ewport, R.l.

,., David Fontes, B.S., business
administration, of Riverside,
R.l., is an account representative for (Pagenet) Paging
Network of Mass.
.., Brenda L. Operach, B.S.,
chemistry, of Acton, Mass., is
an environmental scientist for
Roy F. Weston.
,._ Aaron Richter, B.Arch., of
Khartoum, Sudan, is an urban
planner for the city of
Khartoum. He also does architectural restoration for the
government buildings.
,., Rebecca Starr, B.A., communications, of Fall River, Mass.,
is an advertising representative
for The Bristol Phoenix in
Bristol, R.I.

197 Ross
A. Atstupenas,
B.S.,administration of
justice, of Blackstone, Mass.,
was recently promoted to first
lieutenant in the Blackstone
police department. He has been
with the police deparatment
since 1979.
,., Geoffrey Bogotuik, B.S.,
marketing, of Perkasie, Penn.,
is employed by HarleyDavidson.

cornmurucations, of

communications coordinator.

,., Debra Cohen, B.A., social
science, recently moved to Fla.
and is now certified to teach K6. Prior to moving to Fla. she
worked for Long Island
Children's Museum as a
museum interpreter.
,._ Alex Kiener!, B.A., English,
of New York, N.Y., was
recently promoted to assistant
account executive in the Public
Relations department for
Hammond Farrell, Inc.

174Robert
F. Blake, A.A.,
'86 ThomasM.
liberal arts, to Kristin
Waurishuk, B.A.,

by C&M Corporation,
Wauregan, Conn.,._ Michael
Victor Nappi, B.S.,business
management, to Rosella Ann
Conley. Michael is the
manager at Bess Eaton in
Swansea, Mass.

'82

Kenneth M.
Callan '88, B.S.,
business administration, is
assistant vice
president and senior financial
consultant with Merrill Lynch.
In his role with the firm, based
in Newport Beach, Calif., Ken
consults with businesses on
cash management investments.
With an insurance company for
seven years before entering the
financial planning field, Ken
works with three other Merrill
Lynch professional consultants
in the Newport Beach office,

managing over
$300 million in
investments.
According to
Ken, ML puts
their consultants through a
rigorous continuing education
training program prior to licensing. He and his wife Kathleen
live in San Juan Capistrano on
several acres overlooking the
PacificOcean. They await the
arrival of their second child in
March. Their first, three-yearold daughter Rylee, enjoys dad
and mom's hobby, riding and
raising horses.

~

Robert E. Wylie, Jr., '73, B.A.,
American Studies, came to the
Cincinnati Bengals as tight
ends coach in 1997, having
spent the previous six seasons
in the NFL,coaching the New
York Jets and the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers. He was sought
by Bengals head coach Bruce
Coslet, under whom Wylie had
coached with the Jets. "Bob is
a known quantity. It's a pleasure to be working with him
again," Coslet says. In his 24th
year in the coaching profession, Wylie has roots in the
Bengals organization. Himself a

college coach, from 1981 until
1989 he spent his summers
assisting Jim McNally, former
Bengals offensive line coach, at
the Bengals training camp in
Wilmington, Ohio. A native
of West Warwick, R.I., he
played three years of football
at Colorado State before transferring to Roger Williams
(then) College, later earning a
master's degree in economics
from the University of Rhode
Island in 1975. He was a
teacher and administrator in
the West Warwick school
system from 1973 to 1980.
The late 70s and 80s found
him coaching football at many
levels, from Pop Warner, to
high school teams in West
Warwick, North Kingston,
Cranston East and Lasalle
Academy, to Brown University,
Holy Cross College, Ohio
University (Athens) and
Colorado State. He is proud of
his daughter, Jennifer, a premed student at Ohio University. Bob has earned his pilot's
rating, and time permitting, he
enjoys flying.

MARRIAGES

A. Patio. Robert is employed

'95 Sara M. Brown, B.A.,
Parsippany, N.j., starts a new
job in November with HFS,
Inc., with the title of brand

,._John E. Clays, B.S., construction management, of
Narragansett, R.I., was recently
promoted to Major in the
Army Reserve for 43rd
Battalion Civil Affairs in
Warwick, R.I. Last year he
served a six-month stint in
Bosnia. He is a purchasing
agent for Gilbane Building
Company.
,._ Stuart P. Diamond, B.S.,
international business, of the
United Kingdom, is employed
by Amoco (UK) as a quality
assurance analyst for the SAP
European implementation.
,._Joshua H. Mitchell, B.A.,
communications, of Hingham,
Mass., film maker, is working
with a friend on a 90-minute
independent feature comedy
which is geared toward college
students.
,._Mark A. Silva, 8.5., industrial technology, of Pawtucket,
R.l., is an instrument and
control technician for Montaup
Electric Co.
,._Kevin Tracy, B.S., Computer
Info, of Basking Ridge, N.J, is
an IT Spec AD/ M lntegr. for
fBM Global Services.

Ann-Marie Sousa,
B.S.,business administration, to Vincent J. Zaino.
Ann-Marie is employed by
Leviton Mfg., Co., Warwick, R.l.

'83 Elizabeth
A. Ring,
B.A., liberal arts, to
Erik A. Petersen.,._ Carsten
Jerrild, B.S.,administration of
justice, to Michele Tartaglione.
Carsten is employed by
Desktop Data in New York
City as a senior account
manager.

'85

Edward P. Carey, B.S.,
marketing, to Maureen
P. Callanan.

political science, to Patricia
Lynn Walker. Thomas is
general sales manager for
Saturn of Stamford, Conn.

'87

David C. BoHon, B.S.,
computer science,
math, to Rebecca J. Moore.
David is a technical development adviser for HBO & Co. in
Amherst, Mass. ,._ David C.
DiMaio, B.S., accounting, to
Lianne Corvese. He is
currently employed at
Automated Medical Systems,
Boston, Mass. ,._Charles E.
Porcaro, Jr., B.S.,electrical
engineering technology, to
Julia LL Singleton. Charles is
employed by Cherry
Semiconductor.

'88

Alan M. Dumont,
B.S.,business administration, to Milissa Pethigel. ,._
Thomas F. Borden, B.S.,
computer science/ math, to
Carolyn J. Moitoso. Thomas is
employed by lnso Corporation.

,._ Nannette (Oliveras) Kolbe,
B.S.,business administration, to
David J. Kolbe. She is an investigative claims adjuster with
Travelers Insurance ,._Daniel
Sulger, B.A., theater, to Laura
Ash. Daniel is a corporate
trainer for the Franklin Mint,
Burlington, MA.

'89

H. Mark Dudley,
B.S., business administration, to Barbara Moran.
Mark is employed by Pezrow
in Foxboro. ,._ Cynthia
Johnson, 8.5., paralegal, to
Harold Lane. Cynthia is
employed by Daly & Wolcott.
,._ John T. Leyden, Ill, A.S.,
administration of justice, to
Lisa M. Sousa. He is
employed by the state of
Rhode Island . .., Andrew J.
Reed, B.S., business administration, to Lori J. Jackson.
Andrew is an assistant
manager of NHD stores.
'"-William Reed, B.S., business
administration, to Lori
Jackson, William is employed
as a retail assistant manager.

,._ Lisa Ann Sousa, A.S.,
Biology, to Barry Alofsin. Lisa
is employed by Cathleen
Naughton Home Care
Services.

'90

Henry "Chip" Farmer
IV, B.S., EE Tech, to
Kim oble in Italy. He is a
fixed income specialist with
Charles Schwab & Company.
'"-Frederick G. Specht, A.S.,
administration of justice, to
Julie A. Young. Frederick is
employed by the State of
Rhode Island.,._ Deana M.
Tortis, certificate, paralegal, to
Michael Guglielmo, Jr. Deana
is employed at Allstate
Insurance Company.

'91

George Hanlon,
Bachelor of Fine Arts,
creative writing, to Missy
Slaymaker. George is a sales
representative at Alliance
Entertainment in Bethel, Conn.
'"-Michael C. Trebbe, B.A.,
historic preservation, to Jill R.
Crook. Mjchael is a furniture
conservator at Trefler's
Antique Restoring Studio in
Needham, Mass.

'92 Thomas
J. Bibeault,
B.S.,business administration, to Mina C. La Pegna,
B.A., psychology. Mina has a
master's degree in social work
from Columbia University and
is employed by St. Luke's Life
Works. He is employed by
Pella Windows. '"-Kenneth R.
DaSilva, B.S., administration of
justice, to Anne M. Benjamin.
He is employed by the town of
Bristol. '"-Kimberly Jenkins,
8.5., business management, to
Allan Amundsen. Kimberly is
employed by Hannoush
Jewelers and studying for her
gemology license at the
Gemological Institute of
America.,._ Michael Klein,
B.S.,business management, to
Sharon Leis. Michael is
employed by AF! Foodservice
of Eliazabeth, .J. ,._Paul E.
Nadeau, B.S.,administration of
justice, to Denise A. Bernier.
Paul is studying for a master's
degree at Salve Regina
University and is employed by
the City of Cranston.
,._Timothy W. Peck, 8.A.,
architecture, to Kelly Elizabeth
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Quinn.,.. Keith A Pelletier,
B.S., administration of justice,
to Kelly J.C. Canastra. He is a
police officer. ,a. Mark J.
Perotti, B.A., Psychology, to
Elizabeth Chase. Mark is
currently attending the Rl State
Police Academy.••· James C.
Rice, B. Arch., to Heather Ann
Gillespie. James is an architectural intern for Centerbrook
Architects.

'93

Jay C. Bianco, B.S.,
administration of
justice, to Joy N. Sivo. Jay is
employed by the town of
Johnston and is an attorney in
Providence.,., Carl J. Carulli,
B.S., business administration,
to Pamela M. Ribeiro. Carl is
employed by Fleet Mortgage
Corp., East Providence, R.I.
,., Brian T. Cobb, B. Arch., to
Tracy Releford. Brian is
employed by Musil Gangovan
Flzzalino Inc. ,•. Roberta Jane
Corl, B.A., psychology, to
Gregory Maynard. Roberta is
employed by Broward County
School System in Pompano
Beach, Fla., •. Marcy J.
Itzkowitz, B.A., psycholoty
and early childhood certification, to Peter Klay, '92, B.S.,
business administratino, July
'\3, 1997 at the World Trade
Center, Boston. Roger Williams
alumn.i in attendance were
(pict11redleft to right), Glenn
Conway, '93, Peter, Marcy,
Lauren Rosen, '93, Wendy
Shapiro, '96, Nicole Bressler,
'93, Stephanie Chernak, Becky
Lipton, '97, Tanya Dunnacliff,
'93, Paul Flynn, Matt Walby,
'93, Kelly MacMillen, '93, Greg
Casey, '93, Julie Hayen, '93,

(fro11t),Tom Penney, '94, and
Kevin Kelley, '93. ,., Michelle
Lovellette, B.A., psychology, to
Darren Lee. Michelle works in
commercial quality at GE
Plastics.,., James J. Malloy III,
B.S., accounting, to Kathleen A.
Perkins. James is employed at
Olsten Staffing Services in
Groton, Conn. as the payroll
and billing manager.,., Edward
J. Marcello, B.S., administration of justice, to Deborah A.
Zurro. ,•. Garth V.
McDonough, B.A., architecture, to Dawn Gagne. Garth is
employed by DHK Architects
as Job Captain in Boston.,., Jill
Ellen Molinaro, B.A., communications, to Erik Amalfitano.
Jill is an advertising assistant
manager at Air Age
Publishing, Ridgefield, Conn.
,., Claudia Palermo, B.A.,
dance, to Richard Smeriglio.
Claudia is employed by Dance
Adventure in Greenwich.
,., Stephanie Polverari, B.A.,
art, to Robert Brown, Jr.
Stephanje is an assistant director at Donovan Art Gallery,
Tiverton, R.I. ,., Julie M.
Taylor, B.A., to Joshua P. Hall,
B.A., Social Science. Julie is a
paralegal with the law firm of
Barr, Barr and McIntosh,
Charleston, S.C., Joshua is a
supervisor of the Extended
Day program for the City of
Charleston school department.
Dennis A. Amerantes,
A.S., administration of
justice, to Kerri Shaw. Dennis is
a police officer in Warwick, R.I.
,., Steven C. Cofield, A.S.,
administration of justice, to
Patricia A. Taber. Steven is a
'94

From his office building at 1191
Second Avenue, in Seattle,
Washington, Shawn M.
Mahoney '89, B. Architecture,
can view a

native
American
cultural center, a high400,000
rise apartsquare feet
ment, and a
of space on
Microsoft's
group of
retail stores.
Pebble Beach
The view is
main corpoespecially
rate campus
..__,..... ,.,..,. "'~:JI'~~ in Redmond,
interesting to
Shawn. It is of the exact project
Wash. He recalls proudly being
site for which he was asked to
at the RWU campus when the
design when he was a student
School of Architecture building
in Zane Anderson's class at
was opened in 1987. "RWU
RWU. Shawn, a licensed archiwas a good stepping stone into
tect, is with prestigious Zimmer
the real world. The studio
Gunsul Frasca (ZGF)Partnership,
atmosphere prepared me for
an architecture, planning and
reality." He and his wife,
interior design firm. Offices are
Jeanine, have a new baby girl,
also located in Portland, Los
Marissa.
Angeles and Washington, D. C.
police officer.,., Sally M.
Lafleche, B.A., psychology, to
Joseph M. Russillo, '95, B.Arch.
Sally is office manager at Excel
Construction. ,., Danielle
Piquette, B.A., English, to John
S. Waterman. Danielle is
employed for Thomson &
Thomson as a Trademark
Research Analyst Trainer.
,., Matthew C. Riley, A.S.,
administration of justice, to
Kristin M. Catauro. Matthew
graduated from the Rhode
Island state Municipal Police
Academy and is employed by
the town of Narragansett.
,., Brian C. Scribner, B.S.,
construction management, to
Kristin Whitford. Brian is
employed by Columbia
Construction.,.. Tammy A.
Sequeira, B.S., administration
of justice, to Dr. Earl R. Marrow
IIJ. She is employed by
Mercury Print & Mail.
Kerry Howe, B.S.,
social science, to
Patrick McCarty, '96, B.S.,
computer science. Kerry is
employed by Little Friends
'95
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According to Shawn, in the last
30 years ZGF has won over 220
awards, including the 1991
Architecture Firm Award. He
recently
helped
design structures for

David 0.
Lindner, '80,
B.S., marketing, is chairman of the
board and
chief executive officer of
KirlinSecurities, of
Syosset, N.Y.,
national brokerage firm with
revenues of more than $16
million. Co-founded in 1988
with partner Anthony J.
Kirincic,Kirlinhas grown from
a storefront firm with 10
brokers to a company with five
national offices, managing
some $700 million in client
assets. Previously David was
employed by several NASD
member firms. With a strong
track record and an
understanding of market
trends, he has developed
some special relationships,

serving as
mentor to
several
clients.The
portfolio he
manages for
Kirlinhas realized an 80
percent gain
in the past
-----"
two years.
He speaks highly of his alma
mater. "Roger Williams
provides a wonderful opportunity for students to become
educated. The personal environment that the University
provides is ideal for learning.
I was inspired by the faculty to
develop a thought process all
my own, but more than
anything, my instructors
allowed a freedom of thought
that helped me foster a true
entrepreneurial spirit." David
and his wife, Patricia, live in
Woodmere, N.Y.

BIRTHS

ness management, and Donna
(Barrett) Stewart, '86, B.S.,
marketing. Mark is a sales
manager with Century
Financial Services

Farm and Patrick is employed
by Aquidneck Management
Associates.,., Kristy J. Mondo,
B.S., administration of justice, to
David Goyette.,., Wayne M.
Nolan, B.S., engineering, to
Heather MacKinnon. Wayne is
studying for a Masters degree
at Rensselaer and is an engineer
at Electric Boat Corp.,., Colleen
Reilly, B.S., administration of
justice, to Adam Gran, '95, B.S.,
business management.

Ashley Michelle and
Emily Suzanne, twins,
June 6, 1997, to Debra (Pilavin)
Flanzbaum, liberal arts, and her
husband Mark Flanzbaum.

Ann-Christine
Andrade, B.A.,
communications, to Chadd W.
Whiteley. Ann is employed by
Professional Services Group,
Providence.,., John F. Mellor,
A.S., administration of justice,
to Patricia A. Rafferty. John is
employed by the City of
Providence.,., Valerie J. Motta,
B.A., social science, to Ross C.
Latham, '95, B.A., social
science. Valerie is employed by
the Bristol-Warren School
District and Ross is employed
by Wal-Mart.

Erin Marie, August 14,
1997, to Brendan
Murphy, B.S.,business administration and his wife, M.J.
Brendan is vice president at
Active International.
,., Jacqueline Rose, to Deborah
L. (Schilke) Susco, B.S., arts,
and her husband, Joseph.
Jacqueline is an attorney with
Travelers Insurance Co."" John
Caspar, April 30, 1997, to Renee
(Morgan) Mathai, B.S.,civil
engineering technology, and
her husband, Robert.

'96

'78

Julie and Stacie, twins,
January 6, 1997,to Alan
Rotatori, B.S.,engineering technology and his wife, Kim. He
has two other daughters, Nanci,
5, and Kelli, 3. Alan is a fixtures
designer with Otis Elevator.
'81

'84

'85

Sean, April 14, 1996,
and Colleen, 4 years
old, to Mark Stewart, B.S.,busi-

Jadan Ruth, Aug. 16,
1997, to Elisa
(Pasternak) Schenker, B.A.,
psychology, and her husband,
Martin. Elisa is a guidance
counselor for Solomon
Schechter Day School.
'86

Kyle Lewis, July 30,
1997, to Dean A. Ober,
B. Arch., and his wife, Robin
Lynn (Pine) Ober, '86, B.A.,
psychology.
'87

Justin Allan, August 4,
1997 to Christopher
Brindamour, B. Arch., and
his wife, Lori, and sons,
Christopher and Corey. Chris
is a Sr. Project Scheduling
Engineer for GiJbane . .., Jennifer
Elizabeth, April 21, 1997 to
Diane Holmes, B.S.,business
administration, and her
husband, Jeffery. They are also
the parents of Sydney Lynn.
.., Melanie Ann, June 4, 1997 to
Christopher Jennings, B.S.,
business management, and
'88

Sally (Graves) Jennings, A.S.,
business administration.

Anthony J. Williams, and three
grandchildren.

'89
Matthew Richard, July
19, 1997 to Chris-Ann
(Carlson) Logue, B.S, business
administration and Richard
Logue '86, B.S., civil engineering. They also have an older
son, Gregory, 2 1/,. Chris is a
paralegal and Richard is a key
account representative for the
Boston Gas Co.

'81
Thomas L. Patesel of
orth Kingstown, R.I.,
died August 21, 1997. A
production manager for
American Technology
Manufacturing, he was Navy
veteran and served seven years
in the Seabees, including three
tours of duty in Vietnam; he also
served in the Rhode Island
National Guard for 10 years, and
the Rhode Island Air 1ational
Guard for four years. He is
survived by his wife, Patricia A.
(Enos) Patesel, a son, Todd P.
Patesel, three daughters,
Christine S. Patesel, Kerry L.
Patesel, and Tammie Isenberger.
,., Inez Good-Peck died August
6, 1997 at the University of
Louisville (KY) Hospital. She
had been a registered nurse for
15 years. She was the wife of
the late Harold Peck. She
leaves seven sons, Abdullah
Saleem, Andrew, Gerald,
Alpheus, Lawrence, Robert and
Benjamin; two daughters, Gail
Good-Rezendes and Debra
Good, 16 grandchildren and 3
great-grandchildren.

'90

Cameron Michael,
1990, to Michael G.
Minor, B.S.,business administration, and his wife, SherryLynn. Michael is Vice-President
at Spectrum Coatings
Laboratory.,., Samantha Mason,
September 8, 1997, to Amy (Van
Winkle) Zizza, B.S.,business
administration, and Christoper
J. Zizza, B.A., communications.
Chris is market manager of
Whiteco Outdoor. They also are
the parents of Charlie, now 3.
Thomas Harrison, July
24, 1997, to Jo-Ann
(Blanchette) Libby, B.S., paralegal studies, and James H.
Libby, B. Arch. James is project
architect for Newport Collaborative Architects. They are
also the parents of Victoria
May, born January 1, 1996.
'91

'92
Mikayla Marie, Feb.
14, 1997, to Michael
and Nicole (Pietrini)
Richmond. Nicole received an
M.S.W. in May 1997.

OBITUARIES
Ronald V. Susi of
Warwick, R.I., died
September 12, 1997 at home.
He had been chief engineer for
the Warwick Water Department
for eight years. He is survived
by his wife, Joyce A. (Russo),
son, Ronald and daughter,
Cheryl King.
'73

Thomas C. Williams
of Nashua, N.H., died
September 5, 1997. A selfemployed software engineer/
consultant and owner of
Sunrise Data Systems in
Nashua, he was the husband of
Mary M (Faubert) Williams.
He leaves his mother, a son,
'80

'84
Kevin M. O'Leary
died September 6,
1997 at his home in Wan¥ick,
R.I. He was a self-employed
electrical engineer and a
member of Warwick YMCA
where he was a coach in the
Youth Basketball League. He is
survived by his wife, Patricia
M. (Mulholland) O'Leary, son,
Sean and daughter, Meagan.
'88
Christopher L. Maki
died November 4,
1997 in Charlotte, N.C. He was
a chemist at Phillip Environmental Co. in Rock Hill, S.C. He
is survived by his parents, a
brother and sister.
ClassNotes is compiledby Jean
Johnson,Administrative Assistant,
based011 11ewsclips
and submitted items.
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Be a Part of RWU History
~~

Givethe GiftthatLastsa Lifetime

Paul Petit '73, President,
RWU Alumni Association

Dear Alumni,

bro11ze
sc11/pt11re
of RogerWilliamswill soo11enhancethe U11iversity's
Bristolcampus.Above,RhodeIslandsculptor
An11a11d
LnM011tagne
is shmv11
i11his North Scituatestudiowith his life-sized(model)c:aroing
of the University'snamesake.
A

he beauty and splendid setting of our Bristol campus
convinced sculptor Armand
LaMontagne that Roger
Williams University would be the
perfect place for his signature bronze
sculpture in his home state of Rhode
Island. And no symbol could be more
appropriate than a statue of Roger
Williams at the University bearing
his name, to memorialize that great
man and reflect his high ideals and
commitment to the greater good that
we share in our community of teachers and learners.
We invite you to become a part
of the history of Roger Williams University by contributing to the bronze
statue fund. The participation of our
students, faculty, staff, alumni and
community members at large is welcomed. Several levels of giving are
available to suit a variety of needs,
including the Walk of Famebrick program. Donations can be made in your
name and in the name of another
person.
As our University continues to
grow in size and stature the bronze
statue of Roger Williams, made pos-

T
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sible by your generosity, will continue to symbolize the greatness of
Roger Williams University and the
value placed on maintaining intellectual curiosity throughout a lifetime.
Declare your support of the
Roger Williams Bronze Statue Project
with a one-time gift or a multi-year
pledge. All donors' names will be
listed in the dedication brochure and
Preside11t'sA1111ual
Report. A threeyear pledge program is available for
donors who are interested in naming
opportunities. All donors are eligible
for membership in one of the University's leadership giving clubs. Dedication of the Roger Williams statue is
planned for 1998.
Roger Williams University looks
forward to honoring those who help
move the Roger Williams bronze statue project forward.

For more informationpleasecontact:
Christel L. Ertel
Deanfor Institutional Development
Roger Williams University
One Old Ferry Road
Bristol, RI 02809-2921
(401) 254-3204

This project establishes a lasting tribute to alumni,
parents and friends and will be the beginning of a
tradition for others to follow.
Please join with us today by sending your brick order
form to the address below, and become part of this important new chapter in Roger Williams history.

On behalf of the Alumni Association, I invite you to
celebrate your lifelong connection to Roger Williams
University by purchasing a personalized engraved brick
that will be placed in the new RWU Walk of Fame.
Add your name to the beautifully designed walkway
which will lead to the bronze statue of Roger Williams the namesake of our University.

Paul Petit '73, President,

Naming opportunities:
..,

$50,000 and above

SAMPLE NAME

Enclosedis a check payable to Roger Williams University
Alumni Association for each brick inscription ordered.

□□ [W][J[[][[][I)[A][M □□□

Name carved into base of statue

..,

..,

$25,000 - $49,999

Number of brick inscriptions ordered __________

Name on bronze plaque at base
of statue

Amount enclosed $ ________________

$10,000 - $24,999

Card Number ____________

Name on bronze plaque near statue

Name as it appears on card _____________

or bill my MasterCard

c::>

_
_

VISA

c::>

$1,000 - $4,999
Name on 8 x 12 brick paver to be set
into the pathway leading to the statue

SpecialOpportunity for Alumni:

□□□□□□□□□□□□
All names must be no more than 12 characters per line, including all
punctuationand spaces.There is a maximumof three linesper brick.Bricks
ordered together will be placed together if possible.

BusinessPhone
To insure that your gift is properly credited, please print your name
and address clearly below.
Name ______________

ClassYear

Address ____________________

..,

$100
Personalized engraved 4 x 8 brick to
be set into the pathway leading to the
statue (SeeWalk of Fame Brick Order
Form, inside back cover)

City __________

['.][2] [1]

□□□□□□□□□□ DC

Signature
Home Phone

..,

[CJ[[] [A][S] [S]□ [Q][El □

□□□□□□□□□□□□

_

$5,000 - $9,999
Name on 12 x 12 brick paver to be set
into the pathway leading to the statue

HJ[EJ[NJ[i2][EJ[Rl[SJ[Q][N □ □

Name on first brick:

Exp. Date
PleasePnntlrgibly

..,

□

_
State __

Zip ___

_

Instead of using the word "and." use the symbol"&." Hyphens··-,"
periods".," apostrophes'"," and commas"," are all available.We usea
.75" character height on each letter, which gives you the ability to easily
read your brick from normal height.
We reservethe right to edit messages.
To order additional bricks, please photo copy this form.
Your gift is tax-deductible.

Pleasemail your order to: Department of Alumni Relations, Roger Williams University, One Old Ferry Road, Bristol, Rhode Island 02809.
If you wish to fax your order, please use one of the credit cards listed. The fax number is (401) 254-3599. If you have any questions,
please call the Alumni Office at (401) 254-3005 or 1-800-458-7144.

Nonprofit Org.
U.S. Postage

ROGER WILLIAMS U IVERSITY
One Old Ferry Road
Bristol, Rhode Island 02809-2921

PAID
Providence, R.I.
Permit No. 795

(401) 253-1040 or 1-800-458-T/44 lo/I-free

AddressSe111ice
Req11ested

Lucinda Harrison-cox

28 CANARIO
DR
WPAAEN
RI

02885-4205

111,,,,,1,ll,,l,l,,l,,l,1,,l,,l,,l,lll,,,,l,l,,,l,11,,l,,ll,,I

RogerWilliams
Universicy
is establishing
a newchair...
andit'sup to you
to nameit!

S

olid HardrockMaple Chairs and
Rockers laser e11grnvedwith lite
Roger Williams University Seal
a11dpersonalized witlt yo11r11n111e
and
grnd1tnfi11g
year.
The chairs feature steam bent crowns,
a comfortable scooped seat, hand-painted
gold beading and a beautiful lacquer finish.
The Heritage Tabie Lamp is made of
solid hard rock maple with solid brass
accents.
To order your item, fill out the form
below. The items are guaranteed against
all manufacturer's defects. in addition, if
for any reason you are not totally satisfied
with your item, please return it within 30
days for replacement or refund.

The Boston Rocker
27"0 x 23"W X 40 1/2"H
27 lbs.

The Captain's Chair
181/4"0 X 22"W x 34 1/2"H
28 lbs.

r---------------------------------------< RWUEngravedCaptain'sChairat $275.00each'

.,

Methodof Payment
I
(ChEci<one)
□ VISA□ Ame, o Mas,e,C,,d o Chee
(MakepayableloRog,,W••msU,we,s,ty
I
c,e0i1Ca,dN,mbe,
__________________
_
I
s~""'"''-------------&p oaie
____
_

$
$-----

ORDERED
BY:

(engraved
withyournameandclassyea,unde,engraved
SChool
seal)

SalesTax(RhodeIslanddeliveryonly- add7°0ofsubtotal)

7 lbs.

$ _____
$ -----$ ______

RWUEngravedBostonRockerat $275.00each'
RWUEngravedHeritageLampat $169.00each'
Optionalpersonalization
at $25.00per item(se<belowJ
$ ______

SubtotalItemCharge

The Heritage Lamp
27"High

Shipping& Handling·S1900penlem(o,n,neatalUS.A.) $ _____

_

(ForTexas,RockyMountain
StatesandWestCoastaddanadditional
S10.00perItem)

OptionalRushServiceadd $25.00per itemplusshipping $ ____
TOTAL
$ ____

_
_

"Whenordenng
morethanoneitempleaseattachaddl!IOOal
persona!izattons
andship-to
addresses

Personalization
(Forexample·JohnO Sluden!
'96- Maximum
30 spaces)
I
PLEASEALLOW4-6 WEEKSFOR DELIVERY. D l1emwill
no1amvewhen
I needit.Please
sendgiftcertificate.

Name_____________________

_

Address{NoPOBoxes)
_________________

City__________

_

State_

Zip__

J

Daytime
Phone
____

SHIPTO:(UdifferentfromOrderedBy)
Name_____________________

_

Address(NoPOBoxes)
_________________

City__________

_

State_

Zip__

Daytime
PhOOe____

REMITALL ORDERS
ANOINQUIRIES
TO:AlumniOffice,Roge,Williams
Univer~ty,One0~ Fe,,yRoad.Bristol,RI 02809-2911 , 1-800·458-7144,ext.3005 , (401) 154-3005 • Fax(401)254-3599
Pleasecallduring
ourregular
business
hours
ol 8:30a.m.. 4:30p.m.E.S.T.Mon.-Fri.

L-----------------------------------------------

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
IJ
I
.J

